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A holomorphic family of differential operators of infinite order is constructed 
that transforms conical vectors for principal series representations of quasi-split, 
linear, semi-simple Lie groups into Whittaker vectors. Using this transform, it is 
shown that algebraic Whittaker vectors (as studied by Kostant) extend to 
ultradistributions of Gevrey type on principal series representations. For each 
element of the small Weyl group, a meromorphic family of Whittaker vectors is 
constructed from this transform and the Kunze-Stein intertwining integrals. An 
explict formula is derived for the smooth Whittaker vector (discovered by Jacquet), 
in terms of these families of ultradistribution Whittaker vectors. In particular, this 
gives new proofs of Jacquet’s analytic continuation of the smooth Whittaker vector 
and its functional equation (Jacquet and Schiffman). Applications of the transform 
are also given to the theory of Verma modules. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a quasi-split, semi-simple linear Lie group (e.g., G = SL(n, R) or 
SL(n, C)). In [20], Kostant introduced the notion of a Whittaker vector in 
the algebraic dual of the K-finite vectors for a representation of G (K a 
maximal compact subgroup of G). In the case of principal series represen- 
tations, he proved that the dimension of the space of Whittaker vectors is the 
order, w, of the little Weyl group W. (For SL(n, R), this had already been 
proved by Casselman and Zuckerman.) On the other hand, one also has the 
theory of conical vectors, developed by Helgason [ 161 and Schiffmann [29], 
and it is well known that for “generic” principal series representations, the 
dimension of the space of conical vectors is also equal to w. A major result 
of this paper is the construction of a transform (which can be realized as a 
“differential operator of infinite order”), which maps conical vectors to the 
Whittaker vectors. As a consequence of the analytical properties of this 
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transform, we show that Kostant’s Whittaker vectors, initially defined purely 
algebraically on the K-finite vectors, are continuous functionals in a sense 
intermediate between real-analyticity and C”. 
The theory of P-continuous Whittaker vectors was initiated by Jacquet 
[ 181 and further developed by Schiffmann [29]. Shalika [27], using an 
ingenious variant of Bruhat’s theory, proved that for an irreducible 
Harish-Chandra module, the space of Cm-continuous Whittaker vectors has 
dimension at most one. For all principal series representations this dimension 
is also at most one; this was proved by Kostant [20], using results of Vogan. 
(We give an independent proof of this, using standard Bruhat theory.) Thus 
up to normalization, the Whittaker vector in [ 181, defined initially by an 
integral and then by analytic continuation, is uniquely characterized by its 
C” continuity. We shall refer to it as Jacquet’s Whittaker vector. 
We construct a meromorphic family of Whittaker vectors, indexed by the 
elements of W, which has simple transformation properties relative to the 
intertwining operators between the principal series. We express Jacquet’s 
Whittaker vector (in its integral form) in terms of our w Whittaker vectors. 
This may be viewed as an analogue of Harish-Chandra’s “hard” expansion 
of spherical functions (cf. [34, Vol. II, Chap. 9]), with the important 
difference that each of the w terms in our expansion has global 
representation-theoretic meaning. We thereby obtain a new proof of the 
meromorphic ontinuation and functional equation for Jacquet’s Whittaker 
vector. 
Initially the main purpose of this paper was to prove the “automatic 
continuity” of Kostant’s algebraic Whittaker vectors. However, the definition 
and formula for our transform. T(n), from conical vectors to Whittaker 
vectors uses the full theory of Verma modules [6]. As the work progressed. 
T(A) took on a life of its own. In fact, the algebraic properties of T(n) imply 
new results for Verma modules. For example, using 7(A) we are able to give 
a refinement of Shapovolov’s formula [28] for highest weight vectors in 
Verma modules. Furthermore, the explicit formula for &4) showed that it is 
a left-invariant differential operator of infinite order on G, of a type already 
studied in [ 12, 131. Such operators naturally act on appropriate “Gevrey 
classes” of C” functions on G and “Gevrey vectors” in representations of G. 
We use this to prove that Kostant’s algebraic Whittaker vectors extend to 
continuous functionals on a space of Gevrey vectors. 
To orient the reader, we shall now describe (without proof) the principal 
results of the paper in the special case G = SL(2, R). This will illustrate 
quite clearly the basic analytical aspects that occur for general G, as well as 
the intimate connections with classical Fourier analysis and the theory of 
confluent hypergeometric functions. e.g.. Whittaker functions and Bessel 
functions. (The simple algebraic calculations that are possible for SL(2, R). 
however, become unmanageable in the general case, and must be replaced by 
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much more powerful but less computational methods involving the theory of 
Verma modules; cf. §3,4.) 
Set G = SL(2, R) and define 
k, = 
cos 8 sin 8 
-sin 19 1 cos e ’ 
1 x 
n,= o 1 9 [ 1 
where 0, I, x, y E R. Let 
K= {k,)8ER}, 
N= {n,IxER), 
M= {*I}, 
[ e’/2 0 
a,= 
0 I 
e-‘:2 ’ 
(0.1) 
?i, [ 1 0 = 4’ 1 1’ 
A={a,(tER}, 
fl= {fi,,l~ER}, 
s* = 0 1 
( ) -1 0’ 
Then K, A, N, iii, and M are closed subgroups, G = NAK (Iwasawa), and 
G = (NAME) U (NAM*) (Bruhat). Set 
fb=[j) ;I, x=[i ;I, Y=[; J. 
These elements of g, = sl(2, R) are bases for the Lie algebras of A, N, and N, 
respectively. 
Let q(n,) = eiX, so that q is a non-trivial unitary character of N. If L is 
a G-module, then w E L is a Whittaker vector if 
n w = q(n)w, n E N. 
The corresponding condition in terms of n is 
X. w = iw, XE n. (O-2) 
For A E C, set a: = e**. Let < be a character of M (so <(-I) = t-l)‘, & = 0 
or 1). Then u E L is a conical vector (of weight (c, A)) if 
nam . u = c(m) aA-‘12u 
for n E N, a E A, m E M. The corresponding condition in terms of g is 
x.u=o, HQ 24 = (A - j)u. (O-3) 
580/39/2-6 
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On the level of formal power series, there is a simple operator which 
transforms conical vectors into Whittaker vectors. Namely, set for A E C, 
(0.4) 
By the commutation relation [X, Y”] = nY”- ‘(2H, - n + l), if u satisfies 
(0.3) then w = T(A)u satisfies (0.2), formally. (For general G the formal 
algebra and the construction of the analogous transform T(A) is carried out 
in Sections 2-4 of the paper.) 
The passage from algebra to analysis is made through the notion of a 
GevreJJ vector for a representation of G (cf. Section 1). We illustrate this for 
the principal series representations (z~,‘,, H’) where <E A?f, v E C. Here 
H’ c L2(K) consists of the functions transforming by 
f(mk) = am) f(k), mEM,kEK. 
The group G acts on H’ by 
q,(g) f(u) = a(w)“+ “* f(k@g))~ 
where g = na( g) k(g) is the Iwasawa decomposition of g E G. If fe H”, 
write 
f(ke) = g a,eine. 
PI=--oCj 
Then f is a GevreJT vector of order ,I ) 1 if 
S (a,12ern’-’ < co 
n= --it 
for some r > 0. Equivalently, fE Hi (the C” functions in H’) and the 
successive derivatives off satisfy 
//(-$)nf(k,)// = W’n”“> (0.6) 
for some t > 0. Denote this space of functions by S,(H[). It has a natural 
locally convex topology, obtained from (0.5) or (0.6), which is stronger than 
the C” topology. The dual space S,(H’)’ 1 (H’,)’ and its elements have 
Fourier series expansions on K whose coeficients satisfy (0.5) for all r < 0. 
Extending al,, to a representation of g on Hi, we show that the O(ne2”) 
decay of the coefficients of r(A) makes the formal transpose of rr,,,(T(A)) a 
continuous operator on S,(H”) for 1 <A < 2 (Sections 4 and 5). Taking 
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adjoints, we may thus view T(A) as an operator on S,(Hl)‘. The formal 
algebraic calculations then prove that T(A) maps conical vectors to Whit- 
taker vectors in S,l(H’)‘, for 1 < 1 < 2 (cf. Corollary 4.10). 
To describe the conical vectors for the principal series, set 
h(t, v)(f) =f(l), and 
S,((, v)(f) = jm (1 + x2)++ I:” f(k(s*n,)) dx (0.7) 
. -* 
for f E H&, , Re v > 0. The integral (0.7) has a meromorphic ontinuation to 
v E C and 4(<, v), J,(5; > v are continuous functionals on H6,. Letting g act 
on (H&)’ and S,(Hl)’ by the representation FSI, contragredient to z*.,, we 
find that S,(<, v) and S,(& ) v are conical vectors, of weights (r, -v) and (& v), 
respectively. For “generic” v the space of conical vectors for rrEv is two- 
dimensional and is spanned by S,(& v), a,(<, v). Using the transform T(/i), 
we obtain a basis for the space of Whittaker vectors for ztv in S,(H,)‘, 
1 <II < 2, by setting 
4K-, v) = 7x-v) S,(<, v), 
4K v) = T(v) . S,(L v). 
(O-8) 
Jacquet’s Whittaker vector S,,, is given by the integral formula 
s,,L.(f > = y e’“(1 +x2)-“+ I”) f (k(s*n,)) dx, 
--cc 
(0.9) 
for f E Hf, , Re v > 0. The integral (0.9) has an analytic continuation to 
v E C, and S[,+ is a continuous functional on HL. For generic V, S,,,, 
viewed now as a functional on the smaller space S,t(Z-Zc), 1 < 1 < 2, may be 
expressed in terms of (3,(<, v) and (;,({, u): 
fl,,, = a-, VI 4(6 v> + a,(C, v) w, VI, (0.10) 
with a,(& V) = r(-2v + 1) and a,(c, v) = 2 cos nrr(-2~) r(2v + 1) if < is the 
trivial character of M; when { is non-trivial, 2 cos xv is replaced by 2i sin rrr 
(cf. Lemma 7.5). 
The connection with classical Whittaker functions is made via the 
Iwasawa decomposition G= NAK and the Casimir operator 
C=#??+ f!m+&. (H ere 2, ?, fiO denote the left-invariant differential 
operators on G corresponding to X, Y, Ho.) Define a function 4, on K by 
$&J = P. Then 4, E S,(H[) for 1 an even integer when r is trivial, and 
$I E S,(H’) for 1 an odd integer when < is non-trivial. 
Let w E S,(H’)’ be a Whittaker vector. Assuming that I and r are related 
as above, set 
w(g) = w(%.(g) 9J (0.11) 
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The function w is real-analytic on G, and W(n,ak,) = e-‘“w(a) e”@, so that w 
is deterined by its restriction to A. Let t = log(z/2) and set I;(z) = ~(a,). 
Now w, as a matrix entry of the representation x~,~,, satisfies the differential 
equation Cv = (v’ - a)~. Writing C = z* - -%?? - A,, + fli, where 
E =X- Y, and using the property that w, 4, are eigenvectors for X, E, 
respectively, one calculates easily that 
112 a - v* -f-i+--i-- F(z) = 0 
for z > 0 (“Whittaker’s differential equation” [36]). 
As a basis for the solutions to (0.12) when v # &i, rtj, is,..., one has the 
Whittaker functions of thefirst kind M-,,2,v(~), M-,,,*-,,(z). These solutions 
are uniquely specified by the leading term of their expansions: for z > 0, 
M -&z) = zDt I’*[ 1 + a, z + a2zz + 1. For our Whittaker vectors 
(3,(& v), (3,(<, v) we have similar expansions (Lemma 6.6). Set F,(z) = 
GK v>(~,(a,) h) and F,(z) = &CC, v)(~~,,(4 #J, where t = lotd-42). Then 
for z > 0, 
F,(z) = ;;;iL; :; S,(Lt, v)(#,)[l + C,Z + c*z* + “’ I, 
F,(z) = ;;f;;L; ‘:; &CC vM,)[l f d,z + d,z* + I- 
Now 6,(C;, v)($,) = d,(l) = 1, and S,(c, v)($,) can be calculated using the 
formula #[(k(s*n,)) = i’((1 + ix)/(l - ix))‘12 in (0.7) (cf. formula (7.7)). 
Comparing leading terms, one finds that 
F,(z) = 2-“-“*Z-(2v + 1))’ KI12.,,(z), 
F (z) = 2”+“*c(l, v) r(-2v + l)-‘M-1,2.+(z), 
(0.13) 
s 
where 
T(v) qv + i) 
c(fy v, = i’n”2 r(v + + + 1/2) z-(v + f - I/2) ’ 
For Jacquet’s Whittaker vector, the function J(2e’) = &(n,.,.(a,) $,) is 
given by an integral formula when Re v > 0, from which one finds that 
J(z) = 
ni’2-“+ II? 
qv + + - l/2) W -r,*.,.(z) 
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(Lemma 7.3), where W-,,,,(z) is Whittaker’s econdfincrion [36]. Formula 
(0.10) for Jacquet’s Whittaker vector X in terms of our Gevrey Whittaker 
vectors G,, &j,s thus corresponds to Whittaker’s definition of W,,, in terms of 
Ma., and Ms.-u: 
wa., = r(--2v) z-(-v + ;- a) 
M + WV) M 0.L’ q”+ + -a) U.--I’- 
The C” continuity of 4,,, is reflected in the decay of W,,, as 
z + +a3 : Wm,o(z) - zae-“‘. On the other hand, Mdz) - 
(r( 1 + 2v)/Z($ + v - a)) zenez”, and increases exponentially as z -P +co. 
The uniqueness of Jacquet’s Whittaker vector corresponds to the uniqueness 
of W,,” as the solution of (0.12) which is exponentially small at z = +co. 
Using the (abelian) Fourier transform on ii, we convert Z(A) from a 
differential operator of infinite order into a multiplication operator by an 
entire function (Section 6). This gives rise to integral formulas for our Whit- 
taker functionals and the associated matrix elements (0.11). 
To illustrate this for G = X.(2, R), set 
T”(C) = -7 c 
- n!T(2u+n+ 1) PI=0 
where I,, J, are the customary Bessel functions (cf. [35, p. 901). For 
fE Hk, , define f,(r) = (1 + Y~)-‘“+“~’ f(k(fi,,)), y E R, and set 
The conical vectors 6,, 6, can then be expressed (using the Bruhat decom- 
position) as 
(0.14) 
Sk6 v)(f) = b(C, v) lrn w(C)’ I Cle2” f”(C) d& 
-co 
where E = 0 and b(<, v) = x-’ cos(av) Z(2v) if r is trivial, while E = 1 and 
b(& v) = in-’ sin(m) Z(2v) if r is non-trivial. To transform 6, or 6, into 
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Whittaker vectors, we multiply the Fourier transform 1” by the entire 
function T”(r) or F-.(c), respectively. Thus 
The integrals (0.14) and (0.15) display clearly the distinction between the 
C”O continuity of the conical vectors and the Gevrey continuity of the Whit- 
taker vectors. For (0.14) to converge at co, it suffices that!” decrease faster 
than a polynomial at fro. For (0.15) the conditions are asymmetric; by the 
well-known asymptotic behavior of J, and I, one has 
T”(C) = o(lrl-“-““), as [+-co 
f+(,.<r) h  c y-L-1/4 e*lll’.‘~, as c-+00. 
Thus at [ = --co, (0.14) and (0.15) behave similarly. At [ = +co, it suffices 
that 
3X> = O(exp(-a I Cl “-‘)) (0.16) 
for some a > 0, 1 ( 2, to make (0.15) converge. Condition (0.16) is satisfied 
when fE S,(H’) and (s*, s*-’ ) rZ Suppdf) and is the analogue of (0.5) for 
the fl realization of R*,+ (cf. Le mma 6.3). It is also satisfied (with L = 1) 
when f is K-finite and Re v > 0. 
By suitable choices of f in (0.15), one obtains a profusion of integral 
transforms involving Whittaker functions and Bessel functions. For example, 
if f = Q,,(@ Ozll then 
u = sgn(c) (cf. formula (7.5)). Thus setting z = 2e’, one has by (0.15) and 
(0.13) the formula 
M-,,,(z) = z"T(2V+ 1) c m 2z-(u+f+l) -0 ~-~~~~,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~‘~~ & 
+ zw(2u+ 1) 
(0.17) 
00 
22-(u+f -1) I c- “‘~.~,.,(O ~2rw)“2) 4 o 
For 1= 0, this formula can be found in ([7, Vol. II, Section 10.3 (61)\); in 
this case W,,, is expressible in terms of MacDonald’s function K,,. For 
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general 1, we have not found (0.17) in the literature. (By passing to the 
universal covering group of SL(2, R), one may derive (0.17) for arbitrary 
real values of 1.) 
As we have pointed out, Jacquet’s Whittaker vector (up to sca;lar multiple) 
is characterized by its continuity on Hf$. It is natural to ask if there is some 
K-finite condition that singles out the continuous Whittaker vector. 
Casselman and Zuckerman have suggested that Jacquet’s Whittaker vector is 
uniquely characterized by the decay of its K-finite matrix entries in certain 
directions to co. This can be seen in the case of SL(2, R), in the preceding 
discussion, Evidence for this conjecture can be seen in our computations in 
Section 7 for rank 1 groups. In a different direction, our formula for 
Jacquet’s Whittaker vector in terms of the G3,(<, V) suggest an “ad hoc” 
projective representation of W on the space of Whittaker vectors of a prin- 
cipal series module. Relative to this action Jacquet’s Whittaker vector is a 
projective invariant. It seems that there should be an intrinsic definition of 
this action. 
We also note that the factors y:(v) that come into the functional equation 
of Jacquet’s Whittaker vectors can be used to normalize the intertwining 
operators for the principal series. Since these factors are intimately 
connected with Langland’s s-factors, this normalization must be the same as 
the one suggested by Langlands. 
A paper of this length imposes a heavy notational burden on the authors 
and readers alike. Specific symbols are defined as they occur in the 
exposition, and then recalled when they appear in later sections. Some 
general notational conventions are the following: N, Z, R, C, denote the non- 
negative integers, integers, real numbers, and complex numbers, respectively. 
If G is a real Lie group, then its real Lie algebra is denoted by g,, the 
complexification of g,, is denoted by g, and the universal enveloping algebra 
of g is denoted by U(g). For A E U(g), A ++ AT denotes the principal 
antiautomorphism (XT = -X if X E g). 
1. GEVREY VECTORS 
Let rr be a strongly continuous representation of the Lie group G on a 
Banach space 3+‘=3’(n). We denote by z% the space of C” vectors for 71. 
The associated representation of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) on 
&“, we will continue to denote by n; for X E g,, v E x=, one has 
7c(X)u = (d/d) n(exp fX)v IIzO. 
(When 71 is clear from the context we will also write XV for x(X)0.) 
The space flm carries a canonical locally convex topology, determined by 
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the family of semi-norms u+ ]I TV (1, as T ranges over U(g) (]I I] denoting the 
norm on Z). Let (A$,)’ denote the dual space to &“, relative to this 
topology. It is a U(g)-module by contragredience: 
(4x u> = -(A xv> 
for X E g, fE (Zm)‘, and v E Zm. 
One of the basic analytic objects in this paper is the space S,\(x) of 
Gevrey vectors of order A > 1 for n [ 121. For L = 1, S,(n) is the space of 
analytic vectors for 7~; our primary interest here is the case A > 1 (non- 
analytic case). Some basic aspects of these spaces were studied in [ 12, 131. 
To obtain the additional properties of S.l(rr) and its dual needed in 
connection with Whittaker vectors, we start with a general construction of 
such spaces. 
Let .,K be a family of (everywhere-defined) linear operators on a normed 
space P. (.Y is not assumed complete.) For u E V, set p:(u) = I/ ~(1, and 
P‘,“@) = ;z$ IIX, ,.. Xnull 
(supremum over all products of n elements of Z, in all orders, with 
repetitions allowed). Then u is a Gevrey vector of order 1 > 0 relative to Z 
if 
p,” (24) < Mr W” (1.1) 
for some constants M, r > 0, and all n E N. 
Denote by ,V’,,(Z) the subspace of all u which satisfy (1.1) for some 
constant A4 (depending on u). Topologize yi(%) as the inductive limit of the 
normed spaces 
as r--1 00, where for r > 0 
II u II, g,l,r= sup(r-“n-,‘“pf(u)\. n>o (l-2) 
(Throughout he factor n.“’ can be replaced by n!.‘, since rr” >, n! >, (n/e)“).) 
EXAMPLES (1) Take JY =P(n), Z = (x(X,)}, with Xi a basis for g. 
Then YA(Z) is the space S,(n) defined in [ 121. (The notation arises from the 
connection with the “spaces of type s” of Gel’fand and Shilov 191, when G 
is nilpotent.) 
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(2) Take Y = C”O(T”) (T” = R”/Z”, the n-torus) and S = 
lalax,l~<j<n~ where (xi} are the standard coordinate functions on R”. Then 
g*(S) for 1 > 1 is the classical space of periodic Gevrey functions of order 
1. 
To study the dependence of ql(%) on the family 97 of operators, we shall 
use the following generalization of E. Nelson’s analytic domination theorem 
(261 (cf. [ 10, Lemma 21). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let % and $2 be two families of linear operators on a 
normed space Ip. Set 
Fix A > 1 and assume there is a constant M such that 
IlXull a4l~lly~ (1.3) 
(I ad X, . ad X,( Y)u ]I < iWW”J( u Jly (1.4) 
for all X, X, ,..., X,, E % and YE 9 (where ad X(Y) = XY - YX). Then 
FIW) c ?I@-) 
(continuous inclusion as topological vector spaces). 
More precisely, there are positive constants a, b depending only on M and 
1 such that for all r > 0, 
with the inclusion mapping having norm <I. 
Proof: We may assume M = 1 in (1.3) and (1.4), since yA,&K) = 
gA,J&) for any a > 0. Furthermore, we may assume that the identity 
operator is an element of W. Indeed, if jV’ = j? U { I}, then (1.3) and (1.4) 
are still satisfied, while p:‘(u) = max,,,,,, p,?(u), so that 
ifa> l,O<r<a. 
With the above normalizations, I] u ]Jy = maxyET (( YU ]( = pr(u). Given 
u E 9, set cm.@) = sup ]] X, . . X, Y, . . Y,, u (Jy (supremum over all choices 
of Y, E ,j? and X, E S, repetitions allowed). With the usual convention 
about empty products, we have 
%n(U) =dL ,(u), 
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while by (1.3), 
To obtain an estimate for c,,,(u) in terms of c,,,(u), we recall the 
following basic Lie-algebraic formula, valid in any associative algebra ([26, 
Lemma 2.11): 
m-l 
YX, X,=X,...X,Y+ c Zkm, 
k=O 
(1.5) 
where Z,, is a sum of (F) terms of the form 
[adXir+, .‘. adXi,(Y)] Xi, .” Xi,. 
Using (1.3) and (1.4), we obtain from (1.5) the recursive estimate 
(m - k).a(m-k' Ck&). (1.6) 
Assume now that u E ,FA,,(jY). Then for all n, c,,,(u) Q Ms”“(n!)*, where 
M = I( u I( v,.t.s, with s’ = se--a. Suppose inductively that r > 0 satisfies 
Ck*&J) < MrkPf ‘(k + n)!-’ (1.7) 
for O<k<m- 1. Then by (1.5), 
c,.,(u) < MPs”+‘(m + n)!~’ 
To continue the induction, we must show that the quantity within braces is 
bounded by one, when r is sufficiently large. But 
since ,I> 1 and 0 < k < m. Thus ( ... } < (s/r) + [ (1 - r-“‘)/(r - l)] < 1 if 
r = 2s + 3. With this choice of r, (1.7) holds for all k, n. Taking n = 0, we 
conclude that 
completing the proof. 
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Let M be a real-analytic manifold, A > 1, and assume jY is a family of 
real-analytic vector fields on M. For K a compact subset of M, let 
YK = C”(M) (x, with norm ]]q5]lK = SUP,,~ ]#(x)]. Define F’(JY lK) relative to 
the action of jP on the normed space YK. With an abuse of notation (arising 
from the use of local norms instead of global norms, when A4 is non- 
compact), we set 
q&(Y) = (( E C”(M) ] @ E KI(,$Y IK) for all compact K}. 
(The Gevrey functions of order A. relative to jV [5].) 
One also has the classical Gevrey space F’(M) c C”(M) (cf. [23]). 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let M be a real-analytic manifold. Assume that ,$? is a 
family of real-analytic vector fields on M which span T,M for all p E M. 
Then for any A > 1, ?,($7) = K,(M). 
Proof: By Theorem 3.1 of [ 121, we have qI(jP) 2 F*(M). For the 
converse, take 97 to be (a/au,), where {ui} is a local analytic coordinate 
system on a compact subset K of M. Expressing the elements of jV in terms 
;f c and using the norm SUP,,~ I)(x)] = ]])]I, one easily verities (1.3) and 
. . 
The following theorem is the “Gevrey space” version of the basic result of 
[lo]; in the applications 5 will be a family of first-order differential 
operators, and A a differential operator of order d. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let J?Y’ be a family of linear operators on a normed space 
5/. Assume that A is a linear operator on Y such that for some integer 
d > 1, real number I > I, and constant M, one has 
(IX, .’ x,ull ,<MIlA4I, l,<k<d, 
l(adX, ... adX n (A)ull (M”(n!)-‘llAul/ 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
for all Xj E S, u E g, and n E N. Then 
(continuous inclusion as topological vector spaces). 
More precisely, there are positive constants a, b depending only on M, A, 
and d, such that for all r > 0, 
%,.r(A) z %r+@-), 
with the inclusion mapping having norm’ <l. 
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Proof. We use the same technique as in the appendix to [lo]; namely, 
reduction to a first-order system. If k is a non-negative integer, we denote by 
PA the space LP with norm 
II u Ilk = on$:‘iacxk Pj w -. 
If X E X, then X is bounded as a linear transformation from yk to L$+, . 
Also (]u]],<M(]Au]], by (1.8). Set 
For u = (u,, ..., ud-, )E.37 and XEZ, set 
XL4 = (Xu, ,..., XU,&,), 
yu = (Au&,, td,, ..., ud-2). 
Then it is easily verified that the operators {8} and Y satisfy the hypotheses 
for Theorem 1.1. (Note that [z, Y]u = ([X, A] ud-, ,O ,..., 0)). 
Given u E 9, set u’= (u, 0 ,..., 0) E 3’. Then Y”d+kti = (0 ,..., A”u ,..., 0) for 
0 < k < d - 1, where the non-zero entry is in the (k + 1)st place. Thus 
11 kmd+ktq = lIA”U(lk < ](A”+ ‘u/I. 
It follows that the map u + u’ carries Fld(A) into 3’\(Y) C_ ql(x), by 
Theorem 1.1. On the other hand, ]]XU ]] = (] XU]], so zi E KL(.%) implies 
u E ~~(5%), as claimed. 
If A is an unbounded 
set 
Q.E.D. 
operator on a Banach space Z, with domain I;I((A), 
Q~(A)= n B(A”). 
MZ’ 
Define the Gevrey space yl(A) of order 1 relative to A by taking y = L&(A) 
and A-= @I. Write l141A,.l.r fo lbll~?,~~., in this case. When x is a Hilbert 
space, A is a self-adjoint operator on Z, and f is a real-valued Bore1 
function on R, let f(A) be the self-adjoint operator on Z defined via the 
spectral theorem. Give @(f(A)) the graph norm. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let A be a self-adjoint operator. Then for any 1 > 0, 
FIT,(A) = u g(exp(r ] A I I’-‘)). 
*>o 
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More precisely, there are constants a, b depending only on I such that 
(with continuous inclusion maps and F = l/A). 
Proof: By the spectral theorem, we may assume that A acts as 
multiplication by a real-valued measurable function on L’(M,,u) for a u- 
finite measure space (M,,u). An obvious comparison shows that F1(A) can 
also be defined using the norms 
I ! 
l/2 
v rn IJA”u I(’ K’.‘” 
*TO 
The lemma is then an easy consequence of the monotone convergence 
theorem and the following well-known inequalities ([9, p. 1701) : 
M exp(ar”.‘) < x r*n-.I” < N exp(br”‘) 
n>o 
(#) 
for all r > 0, with positive constants a, b, M, N depending only on 1. 
Let G be a (real) Lie group, of dimension d, and let S = (Xi} be a basis 
for its Lie algebra go. If J= (j, ,..., j,) is a multi-index, with 1 <j, < d, set 
1 JJ = n and let X, denote the ordered product Xi, ... Xi” in U(g). Then for 
any Banch space representation (n,m of G, the basis ..?F determines a 
canonical family of semi-norms on Ra : 
In the notation of this section, the spaces S.&(z) introduced in [ 121 are 
defined as 
relative to the space (BM,, I] . I]?). With S fixed, we write ]] I(]]~,, = ]]u]]~,~,,, 
and P,(U) = P%>. 
The space SA(rr) may also be defined in terms of “classical” Gevrey 
spaces : 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let (~3 be a Banach-space representation of G, 
v CEO?(K), A > 1. Then v E S,(n) if and only if the Z-valued function 
g + n( g)v is of Gevrey class 1 on G. 
Proof: Write v’(g) = n( g)v. If X E go let x denote the corresponding left- 
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invariant vector field on G. Then &7(g) = (Xv)’ (g) for g E G. Hence for 
any multi-index J and compact set K c G, 
Apply the obvious R-valued version of Corollary 1.2. 
The G-invariance of s,(n), proved in [ 121, follows from the following 
more general result :
LEMMA 1.6. If p is a compactly supported distribution on G, then n(u): 
S,(z) --f S.l(7r) continuously. 
Proof. We can express ,U as a finite sum of distributions of the form 
T *f, where TE U(g) and fE C,(G) ([3, Section 1.21). From this it follows 
easily by Lemma 2.2 of [ 121 that there is a constant a > 1, and for all r > 0 
a constant M,, such that 
This proves the lemma. 
Generalizing the analytic domination theorem in [lo], we have from 
Theorem 1.3 the following characterization of the Gevrey spaces for G in 
terms of a single operator: 
THEOREM 1.7. Let 7c be a strongly continuous representation of G on a 
Banach space 27 Suppose A E U(g) is an element of degree k. Assume that 
for all T E U,(g) there is a constant C = C(T) such that 
II Wbll <C II$A)ull, 
u E Z”(z). Then for all A> 1, 
(1.10) 
as topological vector spaces. 
Proof. The commutator estimate (1.9) in Theorem 1.3 is a consequence 
of (1. lo), using the finite-dimensionality and g-invariance of U,(g). Thus the 
Gevrey space of order ,lk for n(A) is contained in S.\(K). For the opposite 
inclusion, use the same counting argument as in [ 10, p. 2631. 
EXAMPLE. When rt is unitary, {Xj} is a basis for g, and A = 1 - c Xj, 
then (1.10) holds for k = 2. Corollary 1.3 is then a generalization of 
Theorem 2 and the appendix of [lo]. More generally, when n is unitary, then 
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(1.10) holds for any A associated with a Hermitian elliptic form on g* (cf. 
I141). 
In the case of a compact, connected Lie group K, we can completely 
describe the Gevrey spaces associated with a unitary representation of K in 
terms of the rate of decrease of the “Fourier components.” For this, we use 
the theorem of the highest weight to parametrize the unitary dual l? by a 
lattice L in the dual fl tj,* of a Cartan subalgebra ho cf, ([32, 
Section 4.51). 
LEMMA 1.8. Assume (n,Z’) is a unitary representation of a compact, 
connected Lie group K, and 
is the primary decomposition of 3 into K-isotypic subspaces. Let L > 1. Then 
f = C f, E 2’ is a Gevrey vector of order A for 71 if and only if there exists 
r > 0 such that 
(1.11) 
Furthermore, S,,(z) is the inductive limit as r+ 0 of the Banach spaces 
defined by (1.11). 
Proof: Let 0 be a Laplacian on K ([32, Section 5.6]), and set 
A = 1 -0. Then Theorem 1.3 applies, as noted above, so that S,(n) = 
c%‘~,~(~(A)). But for every y E R, x,(A) = (1 + c(y))l, where the constant c(y) 
satisfies 
Cl II YV G C(Y) G cz II Al2 
([32, Lemma 5.6.6)). Thus by Lemma 1.4, f E S,,(n) if and only if there 
exists r > 0 such that 
y Ilf, II* exp(r IIYIP’) < 03. 
VZ? 
(1.12) 
Clearly (1.12) implies (1.11). For the converse, note that for all E > 0, M, = 
c ,,sg exp(-s (] Y](“~) < co. Hence by the Schwarz inequality, (1.12) is 
bounded by 
MZ* Ilf II ;:g{llfv IIexp(r + ~1 IIYIY i. 
Denote by S,(x) the dual space to St(~), with the topology of uniform 
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convergence on the bounded sets of S.\(n). By Lemma 1.2 of [ 121, this 
topology on S,(n)’ may be defined by the family of “dual” semi-norms 
llfll,l,-r= suPKAx)l I b E s,(n), lIblI.l.r~ l] (1.13) 
(0 ( r < co). Thus s,(n)’ is a Frechet space, and the following is immediate 
from Lemma 1.8 :
COROLLARY 1.9 (Notation of Lemma 1.8). Let 12 1. Every fE S,(n)’ 
can be uniquely represented as 
(f, L’) = =T (~~v’f”)’ 
“2 
t’ E s.,(n), 
where f, E XV and 
~~PWJ exp(-r lI~ll”~‘)\ < 00 
“Ck 
(1.14) 
for all r > 0. Furthermore, the topology on S,(n)’ is defined by the semi- 
norms (1.14) with 0 ( r < 03. 
The “matrix entry” functions defined by the pairing between Gevrey 
vectors and functionals are in the corresponding Gevrey space on G, as 
follows : 
PROPOSITION 1.10. If 12 1, u E S,(n), w E S,(n)’ and Q,V,,. = 
(w, Ng)o), then $,.,, E Fl;(G). 
Proof. Let L be the left regular representation of U(g) on C”(G). By 
Corollary 1.2 it suffices to show that for every compact set R c G there exist 
constants M, r such that 
for all multi-indices J. Since 
L(X,) &,,(g) = (-I)‘“‘(w, xJn(g)u)l 
one has the estimate 
For any u E S,(a) and s > 0, 
(1.15) 
< sup(r-“n-+‘“s”+‘(n +j)-I’“+“} (lu(l,.s. 
n 
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where j = (Jj. Taking s = red,’ and using the inequality [ 1 + (j/n)]” < 8, we 
find that 
IIWl.l,r < 4%4., 
(s = re-“). Recall by Lemma 2.2 of [ 121, 
II ~WII.Lr G Wg) II4..4wr~ (1.16) 
where M(g) = ]I z( g)]] and A(g) = ]IAd( g- ‘)]I- ‘. Combining these estimates 
yields (1.15). Q.E.D. 
The inclusion S,(z) c S,(z) for p < A gives rise to a continuous pairing 
between S,(n) and S*(z)‘; thus the matrix entry functions d,,,,, are defined 
on G whenever w E S,(n)‘, u E S,(n), and ,U <I. In particular, for p = 1, 
one has the following: 
COROLLARY 1.11. If v is an analytic vector for 71 and w E S,(K)’ for 
some A > 1, then the matrix entry function #,,,,, is analytic on G. 
Let 71,, 7r2 be Banach-space representations of G. Every bounded 
intertwining operator from X(X,) to X(rr*) clearly maps S,(n,) into S,(n,). 
The same is true for C” intertwining operators: 
LEMMA 1.12. Assume A: oMoc(q) +Zw(q) is continuous, and assume 
q(g) Av = Az,( g)v for g E G, u EC(z). Then for any L > 1, A: S,(n,) + 
S,(n,) continuously. More precisely, ifa > 1, then there is a constant C such 
that 
IlAu II .l,ar G c II 0 IL 
for all r > 0 and all v E S’(R). 
Proof. Since A is continuous on P(n,), there exists an integer m and 
constant C, such that 
for u E X”(n,). Hence for any multi-index J of length j, 
II nzWJ)AvII = llAnlW,b II G Co Oxfam Pk+j(v)* 
Taking the maximum over J gives the a priori estimate 
for any u E &““(K,). 
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Now if u E S.,(n,), then 
p,(h) < co oy& {rk+‘(k +“$‘“+“\ IIL’IL- 
. 
It follows that 
I 
(k +j).lck+j’ rk 
I 
(I u ,I- 
1.r. 
o<J 
If a > 1, then by elementary calculus the quantity within braces is bounded 
by alm(a - 1))*“’ mam, which proves the lemma. 
2. COMPLETIONS RELATIVE TO NILPOTENT SUBALGEBRAS 
Let g be a (finite dimensional) Lie algebra over C. Assume that n c g is a 
nilpotently embedded subalgebra, i.e., ad,X is a nilpotent endomorphism for 
all X E n. (In particular, n is a nilpotent Lie algebra, by Engel’s theorem.) 
Suppose now M is a g-module, which is finitely generated as a U(n) 
module. Define the n-completion of M to be the inverse limit 
M,,, = $IJ M/nkM. 
Remark. Set M, = nk,o nkM, and define a uniformity on M/M, by 
taking {nkM/Mco}k,o as a basis for the neighborhoods of 0. (Call this the n- 
uniformity.) If {mk + nkM) E M,,,, then (mk + M, } is obviously a Cauchy 
sequence relative to this uniformity; if it is a null sequence, then mk E nkM. 
Conversely, every Cauchy sequence contains a subsequence (mk + M,} such 
that mk - mj E nkM when j > k. Thus every equivalence class of Cauchy 
sequences mod null sequences in M/M, contains a unique representative 
(mk + M,}, where {mk t nkM} E M,, . Hence we may identify M,, with the 
completion of M/M,, relative to the n uniformity. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (1) M,,, is naturally a g-module, such that the map 
m + (m t r&f, m t n’M,...) is a g-module homomorphism of M into M,,,, 
with kernel M, = ok nkM, 
(2) Let 0 + A +a B -9 C -+ 0 be a g-module exact sequence, with B 
finitely generated as a U(n)-module. Then 
is a g-module exact sequence. 
(Here E(a, + ~4, a, t n2A ,...) = (a(a,) + nB, a(a2) t n2B ,...) and similarly 
for p.) 
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Proof: (1) If (ad n)d(g) = 0, then the commutation formula (1.5) shows 
that gnkM c nk-“M for k > d. Hence gM, G M,, and M/M, is naturally a 
g-module. Furthermore, g acts uniformly continuously relative to the n- 
uniformity on M/M,. Thus the g-action extends to the completion M,,, . 
(2) follows from the Artin-Rees lemma for U(n) ([8, 25]), as in [30] or 
133 1. 
EXAMPLE. Take n = g, a finite-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra, and 
M= U(n), with n acting by left multiplication. Then M, = 0, by the 
Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, and M,,, coincides with the “filtered 
completion” of U(n), constructed in [ 15 1. 
We now fix some notation to be used in the remainder of this paper. Let g 
be a semi-simple Lie algebra over C. Let h c g be a Cartan subalgebra of g, 
and let A be the root system of (9, lj). Fix A+, a system of positive roots, and 
let 7r = (a, ,..., Al,} be the simple roots of A ‘. Denote by L’ all sums p = 
n,a, + ‘.’ + n,a,, where rzi E N. Set (,u] = C n, for p E L+. Define 
n= c 9,, ii= -s g-,. 
aEd+ ,z+ 
These are both nilpotently embedded subalgebras of g. Let w: n + C be a Lie 
algebra homomorphism. We assume that w is generic; that is, w(g,) # 0, for 
all a E 71. 
Enumerate A+ = (a, ,..., a,}, and fix non-zero elements Xi E g,, for 
1 < i < r. Let B denote the Killing form of g and let ( , ) denote the dual 
of B Jhxh on $* x $*. Let Yi E g-,, be defined by 
B(X,, Yj) = 2dii/(ai, a,). 
The subalgebras n and ii are normalized by h. Extending the adjoint action 
of lj to U(n) and U(n), one has 
u(n) =x+ u(n), , U(ii) =UEL x+ w-u* UEL 
Here for any p E h* and h-module, M, we write 
Since h acts as derivations of U(n), one has U(n), U(n), 5 U(n),, +J, with 
the corresponding statement for U(R). 
Suppose now that M is a g-module which is finitely generated as a U(n) 
module, and assume that 
M= @ M,. 
web’ 
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LEMMA 2.2. Under the above conditions, every element of Mrit, can be 
written uniquely as a formal infinite sum C m,, where m,, E M,. That is, as 
an b + ii module, 
In particular, the natural map of M into MIti, is injective. 
Proof: By assumption, there are m, E M,, such that 
M= t U(ii)m,. 
i=-I 
Thus we see that 
(a) dim M, ( co, for all p E h*. 
(b) IfM,,#O,then~=~i-Qforsome l<i<sandQEL+. 
(c) If ~1 E h* then there exists a k so that iikMn M, = (0). 
Indeed, if iikM r7 M,, # 0, then there exists 1 < i < s and Q = p, + + pk, 
with pi E df, so that P = ,ui - Q. This implies k < 1 Ql < 1~1 + maxi l,uil. In 
particular, nkiikM = 0. 
(d) If Sk = {p E h* 1 M,, # 0 and M, u! iikM}, then Sk is finite for 
each k. 
Indeed, M/ii’M is finite dimensional. 
To complete the proof of the lemma, given m E X, Eh= M, , define 
mk = CUESk m,, and set 
r(m) = (m, + RM, m, + R’M ,... ). 
Then C(m) E MC,,, and if r(m) = 0, then m, = 0 for all p E $* by (c). Hence 
t: X,,sh* M,, ’ ’ * + Mlfi, is mjective. 
Suppose m = (m,, m,,...) E MIR, is given. Since m, - mk E nkM for i > k, it 
follows from (c) that for each p E h*, (m,), is independent of i for i large. 
Set m, = limi,co(mi)r. Then 6(m) = XreP m, is well defined and clearly 
@(6(m) = m. This proves the lemma. 
As a particular case of Lemma 2.2, take M = U(n) as an (h + ii)-module, 
where ii acts by left multiplication and h acts by the adjoint representation. 
Then 
U@),,, = x w-u 
UEL + 
as an $-module. We have U(R) naturally embedded in U(ii)I,,, and the 
multiplication in U(n) extends to U(R),% (cf. [ 15 1). 
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Let S(ii) be the symmetric tensor algebra over ti, and let 
A: S(6) -+ U(ii) 
be the symmetrization map. For JE N’ (r = dim ii), set Y(J) = k( Y{’ .. Yt) 
and define (J)=C;,,j,a,EL+. Define a positive-definite inner product 
( , ) on U(ii) b y requiring that (Y(J), Y(K)) = a,,,. Set (]ti]( = (fi, fi)“*. 
There are several completions of U(e) which act naturally on the spaces of 
Gevrey vectors in Section 1. We recall from [ 131 the construction of the 
completion ~Z~(ri) in which all elements (Y,; 1 < i < r) are given equal 
weight (cf. [ 151 for other completions). 
For A, I > 0, and T= C cJ Y(J) in U(R), define 
Then &“(fi) is the completion of U(n) as a topological vector space, relative 
to the family of semi-norms {I] . ]IA,,},,,. If rr is a strongly continuous 
Banach-space representation of R, then by definition of the norms, one has 
II TV II < II Tll,t.r IIu Il.,,,, P-1) 
for I > 0, TE .+~(A), u E S,i(x). Furthermore, if 0 < s < & then by ([ 13, 
p. 393 I), 
II TV L,t < II Ul,\,es II u ll~,st (2.2) 
with E = ti(t - s)-‘. Estimate (2.2) shows that x extends from U(g) to s9,(g) 
as a representation on S*(X). 
3. WHITTAKER VECTORS IN COMPLETIONS 
OF HIGHEST WEIGHT MODULES 
We retain the notation of Section 2 relative to the semi-simple Lie algebra 
g. If A4 is an n-module, put 
M(ly)=(wEMJX. w=y@)w,XEII}. 
Call M(y) the space of Whittaker vectors in M [20]. With I,V fixed, we write 
M(y) = Wh(M). We shall determine Wh(M) for a fundamental class of g- 
modules in this section. 
Set P = f Caed + a, and let b = $ + n. Given A E h*, define 
M” = f-f(g) Q/(b) CA-,. 
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Here C, denotes the one-dimensional b module with action (H + X) 1 = 
p(H) 1, for HE b and XE n. 
Since g = ii 0 h 0 n, the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem implies that 
U(9) = WI) 0 W(9) + u(9)n). 
Let p: U(g) + U(h) be the corresponding projection. Define t,, E U(g)* by 
c,,(g) = (A - p)(p(g)), g E U(g). Recalling that U(g)* is a U(g)-module 
under (x f)( g) = f( gx), for f E U(g)* and x, g E U(g), we have 
(4 H 5,, = (A -P)(H) C., 1 HEfl 
(b) n 4, = 0. 
We may thus define a pairing U(g) x M“ --) C by setting 
69 g (1 0 1 )>, = L(xg)* 
The following lemma, in various formulations, is well known ([ 19, 28, 321; 
cf. [ 171). Since it is basic for our constructions, we include the easy proof for 
the convenience of the reader. 
LEMMA 3.1. The pairing ( , ),, restricted to U(n) x M” is non-singular 
if and only if MA is irreducible. If MA is reducible and M, c MA is a proper 
g-submodule, then (U(g), M,), = 0. 
Proof. We recall first that the cyclic module U(g) . CA is always 
irreducible [ 32, Section 4.4.5 1. 
Suppose that M” is reducible, and M, g M” is a proper g-submodule. Set 
M=(g.r,,(gEU(g),g.(l01)EM,).ThenMcU(g).r~isaproperg- 
submodule, so that M = (O}. This implies that (U(g), M,),, = 0. 
Conversely, suppose Of m, E M“ and (n, m,),, =0 for all n E U(n). 
Observe that if b E U(t, + ii), n E U(n), and m E M”, then 
(bn, mh = L(b)(n, ml,\. 
Hence m, E M, = {m E M” ( (g, rn)* = 0, g E U(g)}. Since M, is a g- 
submodule, this shows that M” is reducible. 
It remains to show that if there exists 0 # n E U(n) with (n, M’):, = 0, 
then MA is reducible. For this, we make the following observations: 
(i) If HE h, then 
((K n], m)* = 44 H mL + (A - p)VWb m)., y 
for n E U(n) and m E MA. Hence 
(ii) (U(n),, Mt-O-,,C),, = 0 if p #p’. 
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Thus we may assume that there is some ,U E Lt and 0 #n E U(n), such 
that (n, Mi -p- ,),, = 0. Suppose now to the contrary that M” were 
irreducible. By the previous paragraph, the map m --t ( , m),, would then be 
injective from Mt-,-, to U(n),*. But this gives the contradiction 
dim Mt-,-, $ dim U(n), = dim U(A), = dim Mi.-,- L1. 
Hence M4 must be reducible. 
LEMMA 3.2. The form ( , ),, extends to a pairing of U(n) with M& 
such that 
06 ml, = (4 xm),, , for XEn. (*) 
Proof. If m E IV;\,, then by Lemma2.2, m = CLIEL+ m,-,-,. If 
n E U(n), then n = CIIsES n,,, with S c L+ a finite set. By (ii) in the proof 
of Lemma 3.1, (n, m,, -,-,),, = 0 for ,U CZ S, so that 
WML4 = C (n, m,4-p-rr),4 
UEL+ 
is a finite sum which defines the extension. Since (*) is true for m E MA, it 
clearly holds also when m E M$, . 
We now come to our first result concerning the space MrC,(w) of Whittaker 
vectors in the &completion of M” : 
THEOREM 3.3. If iW is reducible, and w E M&(y), then w,, --p = 0. 
ProoJ Assume the contrary. Then we may assume that w.4-p = 1 0 1. 
Now if n E U(n), XE n, then by (*) of Lemma 3.2, (fi, w)* = (% XW), = 
w(X)(n, w),,. Hence by iteration, 
(n, wjn = w(nNL ~1, = v/(n), 
since (1, w), = (1, w,-,)= 1. 
On the other hand, we may look upon ( , . ),, as a pairing between 
AT-.‘= wl)Or.,f)+h)C-,4+p 
and M“ as follows: 
Define (g @ 1, x @ l), = (gr, x @ I),, , where g + gr is the principal 
antiautomorphism of U(g). We leave it to the reader to verify that ( , ),, 
defines a g-invariant pairing. We note that Lemma 3.1 applies equally well to 
M?-” X U(n) (with the obvious identifications). Hence @” is reducible. We 
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also note that if V = {v E B-l 1 (u, MA),\ = O), then ji$-*‘/V is irreducible 
(see the proof of Lemma 3.1). 
Since M” is reducible, the fundamental theorem of Bernstein, Gelfand, and 
Gelfand ] 1) implies that there is a E A+ so that 2(A, a)/(ar, a) = k E N, = 
(1, 2. 3,...). and there is 0 # u0 E fijI.:+,,+ka such that ti u0 =O. Thus 
uo E v. 
If J E N’, set XJ = Xi’ .. Xir and (J) = C:=, jia,. Shapovalov has shown 
in 1281, Lemma 1 that if u = Ci=, m,a,, then there is an element 
n, = Xt”’ . . x;m1+ 5 - aJXJ 
<J)=ka 
Jtckml,..., kmf.0 ,..., 0) 
SO that no (1 0 1) = cue, c # 0. Clearly I = (-l)k’lml), since y(X,) = 0 
for i > I. Hence (-l)k(rmr) = (ni, w),, = (no 1 0 1. w),, = c(v,, M’), = 0. 
This contradiction proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Denote by L(A) the unique, non-zero, irreducible 
quotient of MA. IfL(A) z M”, then L(A),,,(v) = (0). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, ( . ),, is a pairing between U(n) and L(A). The 
argument of Lemma 3.2 shows that this pairing extends to U(n) X L(A),,. 
Let w E L(A)(,,(w); then (n, w):, = v(n)(l, w),, for n E U(M). As in the proof 
of Theorem 3.3, if L(A) # M there is an element no so that W(n,) # 0 and 
(no, w),, = 0. Hence (1, w),, = 0, and thus (n, w),, = 0 for all n E U(n). This 
implies that w = 0 since U(n)’ in L(A), relative to ( , )., , is clearly 0. This 
proves the corollary. 
In [20], Kostant indicated that the following theorem was most certainly 
true : 
THEOREM 3.5. Zf A E I)*, then dimM$,(ly) = 1. Furthermore, if 
MA’ c MA is the unique irreducible submodule of MA, then Miz,(v) c Mfti$~). 
Proof. MA has a Jordan-Holder series iW’ = M, 3 Mz I> .‘. 2 M, I> 
M d+, = (0), with Mi/Mi+, - L(ni) and Md = M.” [6]. By Lemma 2.1, 
O-,M+M,LL(/1,)-,0 
induces the exact sequence 
Let w E (M,),,, (w). If M, # M, , then Corollary 3.4 implies that j?(w) = 0, so 
that w E (M,),C, by exactness. 
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We note that L(Ai) & M4’ for i < d. Indeed, if L(lli) = M.“, then Verma’s 
original argument for dim Horn&M”, MU’) < 1 would imply a contradiction 
(cf. [ 17, p. 331). Thus arguing inductively we find that (Mi)tel (w) = 
(M,, ,)Ifi, (w) when i < d - 1. Hence we have 
To complete the proof it thus suffices to treat the case Ml’ irreducible. 
We now assume that M“ is irreducible. 
The pairing ( , . ),, on U(n) x M$, defines an n-module homomorphism 
kq;fi, +@ u(n)*, where m+(, ,m),. Now if n* E U(n)*, then n* = C n:, 
with n: = n* ((lCnJ,. By Lemma 3.1 there is a unique element m,d-,-, E 
MA .A --p--LI such that n,* = ( . , m, --p-U),, . Thus by Lemma 2.2, n* = 
( , C mAPperr), so 4 is bijective. If w E M&(W), then (n, w),, = w(n)(l, w),~, 
for n E U(n), so w is determined by (1, w),,. If w0 E M&, corresponds to 
w E U(n)*, then (n’, nw)* = (n’n, w),, = &z’n) = w(n)@‘, w),, . Hence w,, is 
a Whittaker vector, and IV = (1, w),, w,,. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
If M is a g-module, we say that u E M* is a generalized Whittaker vector 
if there exists an integer k = k(u) such that 
4(X - w(X))“m> = 0, for XEn,mEM. 
Denote the space of such u by W,(M). 
LEMMA 3.6. Let B be a g-module which is finitely generated as a U(n)- 
module. Suppose that 
()+A~B~c+o 
is a g-module exact sequence. Then 
0 -, w,(C) -% W,(B) 2 W,(A) --) 0 
is a g-module exact sequence. 
ProoJ This is an easy consequence of the Artin-Rees lemma for U(n) 
(cf. [20, Lemma 4.51). 
LEMMA 3.7. For p E h*, let E(u) denote the unique nonzero, irreducible 
quotient of ii?“. Then L(A)* is naturally isomorphic with L(A)[,,, via the 
pairing ( , )A. 
Proof: Look upon ( , ),, as a g-invariant pairing between L(-/i) and 
L(A), which is non-singular by Lemma 3.1. Now argue as in the end of the 
proof of Theorem 3.5. 
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COROLLARY 3.8. If M’ is reducible, then W&(-A)) = (0). 
ProoJ This follows immediately from Lemma 3.7 and Corollary 3.4. 
4. THE TRANSFORM T(A) 
We retain the notation of Section 3. If li E b*, set (n, A),, = T,,(M), for 
n E U(n), AE U(R). We have seen that a necessary and sufficient condition 
for M” to be irreducible is that ( , ),, be a non-singular pairing on 
U(n) X U(fi). Let yn denote 1 @ 1 E h4”. In this section we construct an 
operator T(A) in the ii-completion of U(h), which transforms the highest 
weight vector y,, into a Whittaker vector in the ii-completion of MA. 
LEMMA 4.1. If ,u E L+, there exists a rational function A -+ ii-,(A) from 
$ * into U(ti) _ L1 satisfying the following properties : 
(1) &(A)= I. 
(2) IfM4 is irreducible, then A-, is deJined at A, and 
(3) For 1 <i < I and p E L+, there are rational functions 
/1+ ti!,,i(li) from h* t0 U(R)--Ll+a,, whose singularity sets are contained in 
the singularity set of ii-*, such that 
Here h, = [Xi, Yi]. 
ProoJ Assume M” is irreducible. By Theorem 3.5, there is a unique 
vector w E M$,l such that 
(4 (4 wh = w(n) for n E U(n). 
By Lemma 2.2, we can write 
where K,(A) E U(ii)-, is uniquely determined by 
(b) (n, 3-,(A))A = w(n) 
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for n E U(n),. (Note that (u(n),, U(R)-,), = 0 if p# v, since 
U(n), U(ri)-, c iiU(g) + u(g)n in this case.) In particular, fi&l) = 1. 
To show that A-,(A) depends rationally on A, we use the complex bilinear 
pairing (n, fi) of u(n) and I!,@) defined by 
This pairing is always non-singular, of course, and (u(n),, V(ii)-,) = 0 if 
,D # Y. By definition of the projection p: Cr(g) --) Lr($), we see that for each 
p E L + there exists a polynomial map A + a,(A) from h* into End@@),) 
such that 
for n E u(n), , fi E V(ri-, . 
If M” is irreducible, then the non-singularity of ( , . ),, implies that 
deta,(A)#O, pEL+. Thus A + o,(A)-’ is a rational map of h* into 
End(U(ri-,). If p= cf=, nisi and J = (n,, n, ,..., n,, 0 ,..., 0) E N’, then it is 
clear that 
(cl r--,(A) = c(u) Or(A)- Y(J). 
Here c@) = c;’ . c;‘, with ci = I&Y,). 
Finally, we note that 
[Xi, U(R)] c U(R) 0 U(ii) hi 
for 1 < i < 1. Thus if A E U(R), then there exist unique ii:, ii; E V(ti) such 
that [Xi,ff]=n’;+n’;‘h,, for l<i<f. The maps fi+ii; and t?+riy define 
linear maps of U(n)-,, into U(R)-,+,,. Hence A -)%,(A){ and 
A + K,(A); are rational, with singularity sets contained in that of ff- u. Part 
(2) now implies that 
W(xi) K,+a;(A) = A-,(A){ + (2(A -PV ai)/(aiv a,)) Ku(~)[‘* 
Setting ffY,,i(A) = ti-,(A);, we have proven (3). 
In order to derive a formula for the A-,,(A), we note that since the 
character w of n vanishes on the derived algebra n2 = [n, n], the h- 
homogeneous components of a Whittaker vector are annihilated by n,. Using 
the Casimir operator, we easily obtain a formula for all such n,-invariants. 
Before stating the result, we introduce the following notation: 
For O#,uuEL+, set m = ],D] and let J@) be the collection of all 
I = (i, ,..., i,) E N” such that I<ij,<l and ai,+...+ai,=p. For 
1 <k<m and ZE JQ), set 
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rllrl= 5 ai,=P - ‘2’ ai,, 
j=k i= I 
y,= y,, ‘.’ Yl,,, x,=x,,” x,,. 
(Note the reversal of ordering.) 
Thus Yr E U(n) 11, while X, E fffn), . Given A E b*, I E J@), define 
Pr(4 Flj = fi (24 -El,,. PrJ 14.1) 
k=l 
For vE L ‘, define 
Q’=lf - (j P,,. 
IlE‘L+ 
L’#O 
Thus R’ = (A E h* 1 (2A, v)/(v, v) # 1 for all 0 # v E L + }. From formula 
(4.1). we see that p,(A, p) # 0 for ,4 E R’, I E J(U), and 0 #P E L ‘. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 0 #p E L+, and suppose that A E Q’. If 
u E (MA)?-O-U, then 
u =c c Prmv Y,Y, (4.2) 
IEl(dI) 
for some constant c (possibly zero). Thus 
dim(M” < 1, A E I)*. 
Proof. Let Hi, 1 Q i < 1, be a basis for h with B(H,, Hi) = dii. With X,. 
Yi normalized as in Section 2, the Casimir operator is then 
C = 4 5 (ai, ai)(Xi Yi + YjXi) + 4 H! 
i=l ,z I’ 
But Xi Yi =, YiXi + (2/(oi, ai)) H,,, where (H,, H) = a(H) for HE h. Thus 
C= $ (ai,ai)YiXi+2Hp+ L \; H:’ ,. 
Let u E M:i-,-, 
(A, A> - @, P>, and 
i=l j=l 
be n,-invariant. Since C acts on M.’ by the scalar 
Xiu = 0 for i > 1, one finds that 
(2/1 -,u,~)u = (3 (a,.aJ YJ,u. 
,r, 
(4.3) 
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NOW XiU E Mg--p-w+=; and is again n,-invariant. Formula (4.3) may thus 
be applied successively to X,U, XiXju,..., with y replaced by ,u - Qi, 
p - a, - aj,..., until one reaches X,U, with ZE 501). This gives the formula 
u = x c,p,(&)-’ y&4 
IEJ(u) 
where c, = n;=i (aij, ai,). 
Let ,D = Cf=, miai. The n,-invariance of u implies that X,u = q’ X;I’u, 
so it is independent of I. Also c, = ni=, (ai, a,)“‘. Since X,u E Mi-,, one 
has c,X,u = cy, for some constant c, independent of I, which proves the 
lemma. 
Set 
R = {A E $* ) M” irreducible}. 
As noted in Section 3, n E s1 if and only if for all a E d ‘, 
(2A, a)/(a, a) 6? N, . In particular, Q’ c 0. Combining the existence 
statement of Lemma 4.1 and the uniqueness result of Lemma 4.2, we obtain 
the following explicit formula: 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose A E ~2’. Then for 0 # p E L +, p = Ci=, miai, 
one has 
fi-,(A) = c&J> 2 Pl(A/v y,9 
IEJCU) 
(4.4) 
where 
i= 1 
ProoJ As previously noted, 
fi-,(A) YA E WE,-,. 
Thus by Lemma 4.2, a-,(/i) is given by (4.4), where the constant c&u) is 
determined by 
[ fj tat, ai)m’] X7’ ‘. X;“‘A-,(A) y* = c&J) y,, . 
Set c&4) = 0 if -c e L+. From property (2) in Lemma 4.1 one obtains the 
recursion relation 
XiA-u(A) YA = WCxi) Kfi+,,(A) Y4. (4.5 > 
Since fi,,(II) = 1, this yields the stated formula for C,(K) by iteration. 
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Remarks. (1) Since ( Yi} for 1 < i < 1 generate ti, it is clear that the 
monomials (Y, ] I E J(V)} span V(ii)),.. These monomials are not linearly 
independent, of course, when r > 1, so the expansion (4.4) is not unique. It 
seems very complicated, however, to obtain an expansion for fi-,&I) in 
terms of an ordered P.B.W. basis for ri in general. For example, when 
g = s1(3, C), so that ri is a Heisenberg algebra with basis Y, , Y,, Y, 
([Y,,Y,]=-Y,, Y, central), then A+=(a,,c~~,a,+cz,}. Ifp=m,a,+ 
m2a2, then 
@-,(A) =x %Ln., y;“y: :, 
with the sum over all triples (m, n, I) such that m + 1= m,, n + I= m,. One 
can show that the coefficients are given by the formula 
Here ni = A( [Xi, Yi]), and we have normalized w so that &X,) = 1, i = 1, 2. 
(2) Assume g is a product of sl, algebras, so that dim $ = dim ii. In 
this case the roots {ai} are mutually orthogonal, ( Yi} mutually commute, 
and 
rT,(A) = c(A,p) Yy’ ” y;“‘. 
&= xf=, mini). Using the commutation relations [X,, c] = 
mi Y”+‘(Hi - mi + l), where Hi = [Xi, Yi] and ai = 2, one obtains 
Xiv’ ... rlfly,, =m,(Ai-m,) q’ ‘.. q’-’ ... y;n’yA. (4.7) 
Here lli = (i(Hi) = 2(11, a,)/(a,, ai) and p(H,) = 1. Comparing (4.5) and 
(4.7) one finds that 
c(A’pu)= ni=,[(mi)! (Ai- l)(lli-2)... (/I,-mi)]’ (4.8) 
Since (a,, ai) = l/2, one obtains from (4.4) and (4.8) the numerical identity 
c p&l,p)-’ =2-l”’ 
~~J(LL) I 
h [(m,)! (Ai - l)(A, - 2) ... (Ai- RI,)]/ -I 
i=l 
(4.9) 
(under the assumption that the roots are mutually orthogonal). This will be 
useful for making estimates for the left side of (4.9), for general root systems. 
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We devote the remainder of this section to the following problems: (i) 
regularizing the operators K,(A) as functions of A E $*; (ii) estimating the 
asymptotic behavior of K,,(A) as I,u] + co, ,U EL+; (iii) determining the 
qualitative behavior of certain normalizations of the K,(A) at singular 
values of A. 
On Ij* we define a partial order < by v <,u if ,D - v E Lf. Formula (4.3) 
suggests that e-,,(A) has singularities on all the hyperplanes P,,, 0 # v <p. 
In fact, there is cancellation, and only the hyperplanes corresponding to 
integral multiples of roots carry singularities, as follows: 
LEMMA 4.4. Set f,(A) = (2A -v, v> for A, vE $*. For ,uE L+, the 
function 
is a polynomial map of $* into U(ti)-, . 
Note. We will see in Corollary 4.14 that S-,(A) plays an interesting role 
in Verma module theory. 
ProoJ If Z E J(U) and 1 ,< k < /,D/, then 0 # plk < ,u. Thus if we set 
4-l@)= n f,!(A) K,(A), I O#l, -,I4 1 
then formula (4.1) and Corollary 4.3 imply that A + q-,(A) is a polynomial 
map of $* into U(ri-,. 
By Lemma 4.1, e-,(/i) is a holomorphic function of A on R. Note that 
n=r)*- (J Pja. 
nsd+ 
jsN+ 
Now ifO#v<p but v#jaforanyaEd+ andjEN+,thenP,,nPj,isa 
closed, nowhere-dense subset of P,. Hence P, n R is open and dense in P,. 
Since q-,(A) = 0 for A E P,rTR, it follows that q-,(A) = 0 for all A E P,. 
Thus q-, is divisible by the linear function f,. 
It follows inductively that q-,(A) is divisible by all f, with 0 # v <,u, such 
that v #ja for any j E N, , a E A +. This proves the lemma. 
Let bg={/i~b*I(/i,a)ER,aEd}. The bilinear form (,,,) is 
positive-definite on I$, and we denote by ( . , ) the sesquilinear extension of 
this form to h*. This gives a positive-definite inner product on h*. Set 
I/A 11 = (A, A)“‘, for A E $*. Note that (A, P) = (A,@) for A E h* and 
/IELI. 
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LEMMA 4.5. For A E t)*, define 
Then there exists a constant C > 0 so that (#(A) - #(A’)1 < C I\fi - A’ I(. 
Proof. There are only finitely many ,U E L + - {O} with J(p (( < 1. Hence 
there is a constant D > 0 so that (Jp(j > D for all P E L+ - (0). Let 
A, A’ E h*, and assume (without loss of generality) that )(A) > &I’). If 
pELt - (01, then 
Set C = 2/D and take the intimum over p to obtain the result. 
LEMMA 4.6. Set R” = (c E Q* I (e;, v) # 0 for all v E L + - (0) 1. rf 
A E b*, r E Q”, then there exists E > 0 so that A + z< E R’ for all z E C 
withO<lzl<E. 
Proof. With f,, as in Lemma 4.4, we note that f,.(A) = 0 implies 
(2A, u) = (v, v), so that IJvIJ < 2 \\A I). Let R = (IA Jj + I\<\[. The set 
is finite; enumerate its elements as (17, ,..., vd}. We may assume that f,.,(A) = 0 
for 1 < ifd,, and f,,,(A)#O for d, < i. Thus when i<d,, f,,,(/i + z<) = 
~(6 vi), while for d, < i ,< 4 If,@ + zt)l > If,.,(A)l - 2 JzI I(& vi)/. Take 
0 < E < 1 such that 
Thenf,,(A+z~)#Ofor l<i<dandO<~z~<~.Since~(A+z<l~<R,one 
also has f,.(A + z<) # 0 for 1) vJJ > 2R, and thus A + z< E R’, Q.E.D. 
Recall from Section 2 the norm 1) T((~\., defined on U(n) via the basis 
(Y(J):JE N’). 
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LEMMA 4.7. There exists a constant C > 0 so that if A E R’, y E L +, 
t> 1 andI> 1, then 
11 ti&i)lJ.l,, < (ct)‘u’ qq/i)-‘“1 Ipy2”u’. (4.10) 
Remark. If Re@, a) < 0 for all a E A+, then &I) = 1, and estimate 
(4.10) is uniform in A. 
Prooj We shall use formula (4.4). Let p EL+ - (O), IE J(D). 
According to [ 13, formulas (2.3) and (2.4)], 
with the sum over K E N’ such that IK] < ]p]. The “generalized structure 
constants” (CL} satisfy the estimate ( Ci] ( M”’ for some constant M 
depending only on the Lie algebra structure of ri. By formula (4.4) we can 
thus write 
1 -fi-.@) = C&J) ,,z,., j&w Y(K), IPI! (4.11) 
where 
We now note that 
Let {., } denote the inner product on $$ for which the simple roots 
(ai ( 1 < i < I} are orthonormal. There is a constant C, > 0 so that 
]Iv]]“> C,{u, v) for u E hi. Thus 
To estimate b&l,,~), we use the following Lie-algebraic variant of the 
“Cauchy majorant” technique : We note that by the estimates above, it 
suffkes to treat the special case in which A = 0 and the roots are mutually 
orthogonal. Thus we may assume g is a product of sl, algebras, for which we 
have formula (4.9), with n = 0. This gives the estimate 
Ib,(A,p)J < C~‘/(A)-‘“’ fI mi! -*, [ 1 i=I 
580/39!2-8 
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where p = Cf=, m,a,. But n mi! > Cy’ (pu(““, so we have 
Ibk(A,/d)I < c”‘fb(A)-‘“’ lpl-2”‘, 
with the constant C independent of K, A, p. 
Returning to (4.11) and using (4.12), we have 
which implies (4.10), since A > 1. 
We now come to the main result of this section. 
(4.12) 
THEOREM 4.8. Let p E L+ and A E b*, wilh 2(A,a)/(a,a) & N+ for 
a E A+. Define 
T-,(A) = 
1 ( 
n I- - $$) + 1) -lj fi&l), 
QEA + 9 
where r is the classical gamma function. 
(1) A -+ T_,(A) extends to a holomorphic map of $* into U(ii)-,. 
(2) If o c b* is a compact subset, then there exist constants C, R > 0, 
depending only on w, such that 
II T-,(A)ll<t,, < C(W’” IL+-~“~‘, AEw,A> l,t> 1. 
(4.13) 
Proof. (1) follows from Lemma 4.4 and the fact that T(z)-’ has simple 
zeros at each non-positive integer. 
To prove (2), we define for E > 0, 6 > 0, 
U,,, = V E b* I #(A + ZP> > 6 for zEC,Jz(=s}. 
(4 as in Lemma 4.5.) Since @, ai) = $(a,, ai) is positive for 1 Q i < 1, and 
since f2’ = {A E h ( $(A) > O}, Lemma 4.6 implies that u,,& U,,, = h*. The 
function $ is continuous by Lemma 4.5. Hence UE.& is open, so that a finite 
number Uc,,s, ..., UEp,bp cover o. Let 6 = min, <i<P ai. 
If A E o, then A E UE,,&, for some i. The maximum principle implies 
II ~-,(4ll~., < ,y, II LV + z~)il,~.r. 
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If D=(A+zpIAEo,(z(=~~,l~i~p}, then DcO’ is compact. Thus 
c, = suP&AIIHd+ Z(l - (201, a)/(a, a)))-‘} is finite, and if IzI = Ei, then 
II T-,(A + zP)llA.r < c, IIfLQ + 4llAJ. 
But by Lemma 4.7, 
max I( A-,(/i + z~)II~,~ < (0/B)‘” )1Ul’A-2)‘r’. II =c, 
Combining these estimates gives (2). 
COROLLARY 4.9. Define for A E t)*, T(A)= CeeL+ T-,(A) in the 
completion U(ri),,, . Then 
(1) T(A) E dA(ii)for every L < 2 
(2) A + T(A) is a holomorphic map from b* to JA(ii), for 1 < 2. 
ProoJ Let w c h* be a compact set, and let C, R > 0 be such that (4.13) 
holds. Then the series defining T(A) converges absolutely in gk(ii), 
uniformly on w. This implies (1) and (2). 
COROLLARY 4.10. Let G be a real Lie group whose complexifed Lie 
algebra is the semi-simple algebra 0, and let K be a strongly continuous 
representation of G on a Banach space. Assume that v E S,(a)’ for some 
i < 2 and satisfies 
(1) Xv=O, XEn 
(2) Hv = (A -p)(H)v, HE b, where A E b*. Then T(A)0 E S.*(K) 
and is a Whittaker vector: 
XT(A)v = I//(X) T(A)v, XE n. (4.14) 
Proof: With the notation of Lemma 4.1, set 
R,,i(A) =1(--/i) T,,i(A), 
for A E 0, ,II E L +, 1 < i ( I, where 
( 2(/&a) --I W)= ,rl+r (a,a) +1 ) . 
Then by Lemma 4.1 (c), one has 
[Xi, T-,(A)] = W(X,) T-,+,,(A) + R,,,(A) hi - 2’~a~~~iQ . (4.15) 
19 i 
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It follows that R,,i extends holomorphically to h*, and (4.15) holds for all 
A E I)*. 
Now take u E S,(n)’ as in Corollary 4.10. By (4.15) we have 
for 1 < i < 1. By (4.13) we may sum (4.16) over p E L+, with the series 
converging uniformly on bounded sets of S.,(K). This yields the relation 
(4.14) for X= Xi, 1 < i < 1. But {Xi : 1 < i < I) generate n as a Lie algebra, 
so it follows that (4.14) holds for all XE n. 
The remainder of this section should be considered to be a digression from 
the main line of this paper. We prove that ?$I) # 0, if A E I)*. This result 
should have significant applications to the theory of Verma modules (see in 
particular, Corollary 4.16). To prove the above-mentioned result we need 
several Lemmas and (as usual) more notation. 
If A E $*, set A,: = (a E A + 1 2(A, a)/(a, a) E N, }. If A is a set, then IA ) 
denotes the cardinality of A. If a E A,:, then put n, = 2(A, a)/(a, a). 
LEMMA 4.11. Let/1Et)*.IfPEA~,thenIA~,,)~~A,~~-l. 
Proof. (1) IfaEA&, and sqa E A+, then clearly soa E A:. 
(2) IfaEA&,, ands4a<0,thenaEA,t. 
Indeed, sDa = a - (2(a, /3)/Q, /?)I/3 < 0. Hence 2(a, P>/@ P) and 
2(a, j?)/(a, a) E N. Now 
2(.4, a) ---= 
This proves (2). 
Define for a E A&,4, $(a)=s,a if s,a>O, #(a)=a if sBa<O. Then (1) 
and (2) imply that 4: A&,, + A,: . 
(3) 4 is injective. 
Indeed, if d(a) = d(r) and s,a>O, s,,y>O or s,a<O, s,y<O then 
clearly a = y. If say sDa >O, s,y<O, then sDa = 1’. But then a = s,y < 0. 
This is impossible. 
(4) /I @ #(A,,,). Indeed so/3 < 0 and p 4 A,, , . 
(3) and (4) clearly imply the lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.12. If /I E A,f and n,P is minimal among the n,y, y E A,: 
relative to the partial order, >, on b* induced by L ‘, then 
IA:,, I = IA,+ I - 1. 
Proox We must show that the map 4: A&, + A,: - {p) defined in the 
proof of Lemma 4.11 is surjective. If y E Ai and soy E A+, then clearly 
SB Y E A& and ((sq y) = y. Thus to prove the result we must show that if 
YE A,; - (/3) and s,y<O, then YEA&,. 
We assume that this is false and search for a contradiction. That is, we 
assume that y E A.: - (/3} and sq y < 0, (/1, sq y) < 0. This implies 
(1) n, < W3~ Y>/(Y, Y)) n4 
(The computation is as in the proof of Lemma 4.11). 
(2) s,P<O. 
Indeed, if s# > 0, then P > (W Y)/(Y, Y))Y. Hence nob 2 
(2(/I, y)/(y, y)) n,y > n,y. But we have assumed that na/3 is minimal. 
This contradiction proves (2). 
(3) (g$)(y$) 22 
Indeed, Y -( (2@ r>/a P)IP -=c (2@ Y)/@9 P))(2@¶ YY(Y Y))YY since 
s,y<O and s,p<O. 
(4) P+Y@A- 
Indeed, suppose /3 + y E A and say 2@, y)/(y, y) > 2 (if 2@, y>/@, P) > 2 
replace p by y in the argument). Then 
IIP + Y II2 IIPII’ 
IIYII’ =I(y112 
+1+2@9y)>3 
my) 
This is impossible since A n (Zfi + Zy) = A, is a connected root system. 
Statement (4) implies that {/3, -y} is a simple system of some positive root 
system for A,. Hence (3) implies 
(5) IIPII # IlYll* 
Suppose that (/1, Q) > 0. Then n4 - (2(/3, y)/@, /3)) n, > 0. But then 
II, y $ (2@ y)/(J?, /3)) n,/? < n& Again a contradiction to the minimality of 
noP. Hence we have 
(6) (4 s,B> < 0. 
We are now ready to derive a contradiction. The theory of root systems 
implies that the ratio of the larger of 11/3112, 1) y/J* to the smaller is either 2 or 
3 
me We divide the argument into two cases: (I) II/Ill < Ilyll, (II) /[pII > I(yI(. 
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In case 1, 2Cg, y)/(y, y) = 1. Hence -a$ = y - j3 E A+ and 2(/I, y)/(P, P) = 
(Y, r>l@, P). Hence -sb Y = ((Y, r>M PM - Y E A +. 
w, -SoMY Y> = n4 - n, > 0 by assumption. Suppose that n,, > n,. 
Then -s,, y E A,f . But then 
nBB - (nb - n,) ( 
W&-+ , 
=(n8(1-$J) +$$fn,)j3+(n,-n,)y 
$(n,-n,) (y-($f$- 1) 8). 
This implies that if Ilyll’/ll/III’= 2, n4 = n,, and if Ilyll’/ll/III’ = 3, then 
2/?-yEA+. If 2P--yEA,+, then we note that n24-y = 2n, - 3n, and n,B - 
(2n, - 3n$2P - Y) = noP + (3 n - %W - Y) > nsP - n,QP - Y) = y 
n,(y - p) + 0. Hence 28 - y @ A:. Thus 2n, < 3n,. But then nbp - (np - 
n,)((2(y, /I)/@, /I))/3 - y) = (3n, - 2n$ + (nB - n,)y. Hence we find in both 
cases that nB = n,. If Il~ll’/llPII’ = 2, then 2(4 Y -PYIIY -PII’ = 2n, - 
n4= n4. n,J - n,(y - /I) = n,(2/? - y) & 0. Hence we have a contradiction in 
this case. 
We are left in case I with Ilyll’/ll/III’ = 3 and n, = n,. If y - 28 E A+, then 
;;-:By=Enj f. 
and we have n,/? - n,(y - 2/l) = n,(3P - y) $0. Hence 
If 2y - 3/I E A +, then n 2y-34 = n4 and n,,P - n,(2y - 3P) = 
2n,(2/?-y)&O. Thus A+nA,=(y, p, y-p, P-y, 3/3-y, 38-2~). Set 
V, = y - fi, v2 = 3a - 2~. Then A ’ f7 A, has diagram o,,, G o,,*. 
w-v,> zn w v2> -= 
(VI 1 VA 8’ 
---=-n,. 
(v27 v2) 
But then /.I = 2v, + v2, rib/l - 2n,,v, = 2nBv2 & 0. We have finally derived a 
contradiction in case I. 
Case II. [j/Ill > Ily\l. This time we have 2@, y)@/?) = 1. Thus -soy = 
B-YEA+, -s$ = ((/I, /3)/(y, y))y -/I E A+. Statement (6) says that 
w -syP) 
dB7 P) 
= n, - n4 > 0. 
Our assumption implies that 
w, -S,Y) IIPII’ 
(Y, Y> 
=Tnn4-n,>0. 
IIYII 
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( IIPII’ %P-- jqm3-~” 1 (P-Y) 
=((+$) .,+,,)P+(?+-nJ y. (*) 
Hence if ]]/?]]*/]]y]]’ = 2 we must have n, = (I]/?]]*/]] y ]‘) n4. But then 
no/I - (n, - n,)(2y - /I) = no/3 - n,(2y - p) = 2n,Cg - y) & 0. Thus we have 
a contradiction in this case. We may thus assume that ]]/3]]“/]]r]]’ = 3. The 
right-hand side of (*) can be written (n, - 2no)(j? - y) + n, y. Hence we must 
have n, < 2n,. We note that no@ - (n, - n,)(3y - /?) = n,@I - 2y) + 
(3n, - n,)y. Hence we must have 2y -/I E A+. This time we have n2,-D = 
2n, - 3n,. If 2n, > 3n,, then noP - Vfi, - 3qdW -PI = 
2(n, - n,)@ - y) + 2(2n, - n,)y $0. Thus 2n, Q 312,. But then nsP - 
(n, - n,)(3y -/3) = n,@ - y) + (3n, - 2n,)y $0. We have finally reached a 
contradiction in all possible cases. 
LEMMA 4.13. Let p E L+. If fi-, is defined at A E t)*, then K,(A) # 0. 
Proof. Lemma 4.2(3) implies that if A-.(/i) is defined and K,(A) = 0, 
then ti -,+,,(A) = 0 for 1 ( i < 1. By iteration we therefore see that if 
H-,(/i) = 0, then i&,(A) = 0. This is ridiculous since &,(A) = 1. 
As we have seen, if A E h*, then there exists a unique element A’ E h* 
such that MA’ is irreducible and Horn&V*‘, M”) f 0. The B-G-G theorem 
[ 1 ] implies that M” is irreducible if and only if A,+ = 4. Lemma 4.11 
combined with this observation implies that if A,: = {p), then A’ = s,A. 
Let/?EA+, nEN+. Put I$,. = (A E b* I2(A,p)/(4, P) = n). Put R,,, = 
(A E I@, 1 Ai = (/?}I. Clearly, R,,, is open and dense in b,*.,. Put 
VD,” = {A E bt,, [ no/I is a minimal element relative to > among the nvy, 
YEA,+L 
Put (as usual) for A E $*, 
( 2(A,a) -l I(A)= n+ I- (a,a) + l ) ’ 
According to Shapovolov [28] if ,f3 E A+, n E N,, there exists a 
polynomial mapping d,,O : h* -+ U(ri)-,, such that 
(1) ” h,oV> Y.2 = 0 if AEt),*,,, 
(II) d,,/3@ I+ 0 for A E $*. 
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LEMMA 4.14. There exists a meromorphic function A -+ b(A) on I& 
such that: 
(1) !fA E v,.,, then b(A) is defined and b(A) # 0. 
(2) ~(-2(~/3)ldB,P) + I)-‘fi-,&) Jr=,, = b(A) h,,#)fir A E ht,n- 
ProoJ If A E f2,,,, then 
@) r cc,P) ( -2(GP) + 1 -’ 1 K,(z) = 4(z) I(-) r-i-,(z) 
in a neighborhood, U of A in b*, with Q holomorphic and non-zero on U. 
If T(A) = 0, then (i) combined with Lemma 4.4 implies that A-, is defined 
at/1 for allpELf. 
Set W=CLEL + a-,(A). Then WY,, E Wh(M;‘&) by Lemma 4.1(3). But 
(WY,,), -p = Y,, . This contradicts Theorem 3.3. Hence T(A) # 0. But then 
T(/i 1 I’.\ E WhP$l) = WWf$;) (h ere we identify MA ’ with its image in 
M.‘). But then 
(T(A) I’.\),,+ = WI 4n.dA) YI. 
Hence 
(3 r(-2(z9 BYCO~ P> + l)-’ L,&) L., = b(A) h,dA) 
with b(A) # 0 by (i). Put u(A) equal to the left-hand side of (ii). Then if 
A E %n and if u(A) is defined, then if 1 < i < 1 is fixed 
(iii) [Xi, u(A)] = u(A)’ + u(A)” h,, 
as in the proof of Lemma4.1(3), u(A)‘, u(A)” E ~Y(ii-,,~+~,. If A E a,.,, 
then [Xi, u(A)] . y,, = 0 by (ii). H ence u(A)” = (-2(A -p, ai)/(ai, ai)) u(A)” 
on Q,.,. This implies that 
(iv) X,u(A) y,, = 0 if A E l& and u(A) is defined, 1 < i < 1. 
But (iv) implies that u(A) = b(A) $n,o(A) for all A E ht.n with b 
meromorphic on l& . 
Now Lemma 4.4 implies that b(A) is defined for A E Vo.n. Let A E I’,., 
and assume that b(A) = 0. Then AenD is defined. Fix A E b* such that 
(&p)=O and (&a)#0 for aEd+, a#:. Then 
tfi_.,(A + tn) = u(t) $n.o(A + tl) 
with u(0) = 0. Hence K,,(A) = u’(0) g,,o(A). But then if 1 < i < 1, the above 
and Lemma 4.1 (3) implies that 
O=Xi fi-n,(A) Y.\ = W(Xi) g-n~+a,(A) y.4. 
Hence A-,n+,, = 0 for 1 < i < 1. This contradicts Lemma 4.13. 
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THEOREM 4.15. Zfn E h*, then 7(A) # 0. 
Proof. Let U(g)ttil be the ii-completion of U(g) as a left R-module. Then 
U(g)tl, is a g-module under right multiplication. 
If /i E R define W(4) = CllsL+ fi-,(A). We look upon /i + W(/l) as a 
meromorphic function into U(g)t,=,, . Set U(A) = Z(-2(/1, &/@I, 8) + 1))’ 
W(/i). Set R, = {A E h* I2@, a)/(~ a)@ N, for a z/3, aEA+}. Then 
A --* U(A) is holomorphic on Q,. 
(i) If A ER,,,=a,nb,*,,, then U(A) = 6(A) W(s,/l) #,,&I). 
Indeed, WI Y,~ E WhP$,) = Wh((Wd io.,U) Y&) (see Theo- 
rem 3.5). We have already shown that U(A) y,, # 0. Hence U(A) y,, = 
cW(s,/i) #n,o((i) y,, by the uniqueness of Whittaker vectors in completions of 
Verma modules. Lemma 4.14 now implies (i). 
(ii) If /1 E Vo,“, then 
This is an immediate consequence of (i) and Lemma 4.14. 
Fix r E $* such that (<,/I) = 0, (<, a) # 0, a E A+, a # p, Set 
( -2(z,a) -* '(')= aEJJ,b,r (a,a) + ' * 1 
Put m(A) = ldn’ 1, n E b*. 
(iii) If /1 E V,,,, then J(/i + t<) = ((t) t”“‘-* with d holomorphic at 0 
and 4(O) # 0. 
We now prove the theorem by induction on m(A). If m(/i) = 0, then 
7(/l) =cW(/i), c # 0 and W(A),, = 1. Hence r(/i) # 0. Suppose that 
r(/i) # 0 if 0 < m(/i) <j - 1 and that m(A) = j. 
Fix /I E A:, n E N such that A E V,., (clearly such a choice of p, n 
exists). 
(iv) t m(A- lfi -,snn-n,)(sg/i + t<) is holomorphic at t = 0 and is non- 
zero at t = 0. 
Indeed, I(--s,/i - tc) = u(~).Z(SJ + t<) with u holomorphic and non-zero 
at 0. T(s,/i) # 0 by the inductive hypothesis since m(s,+l) = m(/i) - 1 by 
Lemma 4.12. Also T(s,A) . yso,, E Wh(M$) c Wh(M&). Hence 
T(s~/I)-(~~~-,,,) # 0. This combined with the above observation about Z and 
J and the fact that J(s,jl + t<) = t mcA)-‘Zr(t) with h holomorphic and non- 
zero at 0 implies (iv). 
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(v) q-z - f<) A,-,r(z + fQlr=* = q(c) tm’“‘-lfisD*~*@l + f(-)
~,,&l + t<) with q holomorphic and non-zero at 0. 
This follows from (ii) and (iii). 
Part (v) combined with (iv) implies that 
1(-z) ~,,-*‘(z)I;=,, + 0. 
Hence r(A) # 0 as asserted. Q.E.D. 
COROL.LARY 4.16 (to the proof of Theorem 4.15). Let for p E L +, 
A --) S-,(A) be as in Lemma 4.4. 
(1) A + S-,(A) is a polynomial mapping of b* into U(R)-,. 
(2) Zf A E I)* and L E IJ* is such that Horn&MA, M”) # (0), then 
u(Q) s-(,,-,,(A) . YA = @. 
Proof. Part (1) is just a restatement of Lemma 4.4. 
Part (2) is easily proven by interating (ii) in the proof of Theorem 4.15. 
(See also Lemma 4.14.) We leave the deatils to the reader. 
5. GEVREY CONTINUITY OF ALGEBRAIC WHITTAKER VECTORS 
Let G be a connected, linear, semi-simple Lie group. Let G = KAN be an 
Iwasawa decomposition of G. Let M= (k E K) kak-’ = a, a E A}. We 
assume that G is quasi-split. That is, MA is a Cartan subgroup of G. Let Q, f, 
a, n and m be respectively the complexified Lie algebras of G, K, A, N, and 
M. Set h = m 0 a, a Cartan subalgebra of Q. Let A be the root system of 
(9.9). Fix A’ so that 
tl= s 9,. 
QeA+ 
Let q: N + T’ be a Lie homomorphism. Set w = q* : n + C (the complex 
extension of the differential of q), and assume that w is generic. 
We identify a* with the subspace ml of h*. Note that with our choice of 
A+, p E a* (cf. [32, Lemma 7.5.111). Denote by /1+ the roots of a on n. 
Since Q is quasi-split, /If consists of the restriction to a of the elements of 
A+. 
Given VE a*, define a” = e “w) for a=expHEA, HEa,. If {E&, 
vEa*, then &, H’) will denote the corresponding principal series 
representation. That is, H’ is the space of all square-integrable functions 
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J K + H, (H, the representation space of I$) such that f(mk) = &rr)f(k), 
m E M, k E K. If g E G, then g = n(g) a(g) k(g), with n(g) E N, a(g) E A, 
k(g) E K. Set 
(n,.,(-Gf)W = 4uxY’“fWx)) (5.1) 
for x E G, u E K. 
If < is the trivial representation we write II,, for x1,,,, and H for Ht. Thus 
H = L*(M\K) in this case, and the family of representations (q,, H) 
constitute the spherical principal series for G. 
Let X{ denote the space of all K-finite vectors in H”; write X instead of X” 
when c is trivial. We will use the notation Xl*” for the g-module Xi with 
action rrJX), X E g; we write x” for Xl*” when < is trivial. 
Let (Xl)* denote the (algebraic) dual to X”. For z E U(g), # E (Xl)*, set 
$,&M = 4 o n*,.w. 
For the principal series, one has the following explicit description of the 
spaces of Gevrey vectors: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let Ut be the restriction of z~,~, to K, and let A. > 1. Then 
(1) SAW& = IfE Ft;(K) 0 H, IfW) = t(m)f(k)t; 
(2) Wn,,,J = s,(q). 
More precisely, if 8, = {lrs,,(Zi)} and jf7 = (U,(E,) 1, where {Zi 1 and (Ejt 
are bases for g and f, respectively, then there are positive constants a, b, A4 
(independent of v), such that 
Ilflld,.A,s GM IlflIy,.Lr (5.2) 
for all f E SA(7ct,J and r > 0, where s = ar ( VI + b. (The norms in (5.2) are 
defined as in (1.2), relative to (1 f 11 = supkeK )f (/?)I.) 
In particular, SA(~t,U) is independent of v and will be denoted as S,(Ht) 
(or S,(H), when r is trivial). With {EiJ fixed, write 
Ilf lll,,,,r = Ilfll,..,,,. 
ProoJ: Formula (5.1) defines a representation of G on L*(K) @ H,; call 
it 7?t,l,. Then for X E g, Z,,,(X) = Z”(X) @ 1, where I is the identity operator 
on Ht. Here Z”(X) is a real-analytic first-order differential operator on K 
which depends linearly on v. 
Now ZliD(Ei) = R(Ei) @ Z, where R is the right regular representation of 
K, and Corollary 1.2 implies that 
S.,(R 0 1) = F,,(K) 0 H,. 
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(Note that by Sobolev’s lemma it is immaterial whether the L, norm or L, 
norm is used in defining Gevrey spaces on a compact manifold.) Since left 
translations by h4 commute with Z,,,.(Q), it is clear that (1) holds. 
Set Z= ((1 + Iv])- ’ Is&X,)}. Then relative to the sup norm on K, one 
has estimate (1.3) in Theorem 1.1, with a constant it4 independent of v. But 
then (1.4) follows from (1.3) and the finite-dimensionality of Q. Thus by 
Theorem 1.1, we have ~I(%‘) = %?Yk(j?), and the estimate 
lIfIl*..l.ar+b G c IlflIY..\,r5 fE F,GQ 
for r > 0, with positive constants a, b, C independent of Y. Since 
we obtain (5.2), proving part (2) of the lemma. 
Let Zfk denote the space of C” vectors of x~,~. Thus for any ,I> 1, we 
have the chain of spaces 
XL c S,(H5) c H$, c H5, 
with each space dense in the next. The purpose of this section is to prove the 
following theorem. (Recall from Section 3 the definition of the space 
W,(M) c M* of generalized Whittaker vectors for a Q-module M.) 
THEOREM 5.2. Zf u E WJX”“), then u extends to a continuous 
functional on S,,(H[) for all ,I ( 2. 
The proof of the theorem will take up the rest of this section. We first 
recall some results of Schiffmann 1291 and Helgason [ 161 (cf. 1321). 
Given v E a* and fE H$, , we extend f to a function f,. on G by 
f,.(nak) = al’+Pf(k). 
Let M* = (kE K I Ad( = a), and set W(A) = (Ad(k) lo] k E w}. We 
look upon W(A) as a group of automorphisms both of A and of a, via the 
isomorphism exp: a,-+A. W(A) acts on a* by duality. 
If s E W(A) and if s* E M* is such that Ad(s*) = s, set ii, = 
Ad(s*)- ’ n f? ti. Let N, = m n s* ‘Ns* be the corresponding subgroup of i% 
Define 
(a*): = (v E a* ) Re(v. a) > 0 for all a E A+ with sa < O}. 
Set &rr) = &s* - ‘ms*) for r E A. 
For s E W(A), let 
n”(s)= {IEn+ (1/265/1+andsi (0). 
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and set for vE a*, 
qv, A> rs(v) = ,,y!,,, z- <n, * ( ) 
THEOREM 5.3. ([16, 291; cf. [32]). (1) Ifs E W(A) andfEI&, then 
J, R f;.@ss*k) dii, (#) 
converges absolutely, uniformly for k E K and on compacta of (a*): . 
(2) Denote the integral (#) by (A,(r, v)f)(k). Then 
v -+ I;(v)- ’ A ,(C, v) 
analytical& continues to a holomorphic map from a* into the space of 
continuous linear maps from HL to H$ . 
(3) The intertwining relation 
A,(k v> Q.(xlf= ~*‘&) ASK v)f 
holds for f E H”, x E G (or U(g)), and T,(v)- ‘ f 0. 
When < is trivial, we write A,(<, v) = A,(v). Note that A,(v) is an 
endomorphism of H, . 
THEOREM 5.4. ([ 16, 291; cf. [32]). Set for s E W(A), v E (a*):, 
c,(v) =I 4%) L’+P dri,. rs 
Then c,(v) f 0 for v E (a*):, and v + I’,(v)-’ c,(v) extends homomorphically 
to a*. 
Now define 
(a*)’ = {v E a* 1 Re(v, a) > 0 for all a E At }. 
Thus (a*)+ c (a*): for all s E W(A); so given v E (a*)+, s E W(A), and 
fEH,v we may define 
4(v)(f) = (AS(V)f )( 1 )a 
From the results just cited we obtain the following properties of the 
functionals 6,(v): 
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LEMMA 5.5. The map v--, I’,(v)-’ 6,(v) extends to a holomorphic 
function from a* to Hb, . If I’,(v)-’ f 0, then 
(a) n:(X) 6,(v) = 0, X E n; 
(b) n:(H) a,(v) = (--sv -p)(H) 6,(v), H E b; 
Cc) 4(v)( 1) = c,(v)- 
(Here 1 denotes the function identically equal to 1 on K.) 
By Lemma 5.1 we have for L > 1, S,(H) = gA(A4\K), the Gevrey 
functions of order A on the manifold M\K. Let S,(H)’ be the dual space of 
continuous linear functionals, with the strong topology (uniform convergence 
on bounded sets of S,(H)). Thus Hb, c S,(H)’ for any A > 1. 
LEMMA 5.6. Given v E a* with T,(v)-’ # 0, and s E W(A), define 
6,(v) = rrz(T(-sv)) 6,(v). Then 
(1) (3,(v) E S,\(H)’ for afl 1 < 2; 
(2) v + I,(v)-’ &j,(v) is holomolphic on a*; 
(3) 71;(x) (3,(v) = y(X) c&(v) for x E n. 
Proof: This follows from Lemma 5.5 and Corollaries 4.9 and 4.10. 
Let U(a)W(A’ be the W(A)-invariants in U(a). Let E be a ( W(A)1 = w 
dimensional subspace of U(a) such that as a U(a)w’“‘-module, U(a) = 
U(a)W(A’ @ E (E exists by Chevalley’s Theorem; cf. [34)). 
THEOREM 5.7 (Kostant [20]). Let 5: S(g) + U(g) be the symmetrization 
map. Lets” = l.(S(p)‘) (S(p)’ the ad(f)-invariants in S(p)). Then the map 
U(n) 0 E 0 J* 0 U(f) -+ U(g), 
n@e@j@k-,nejk 
is a surjective linear isomorphism. Furthermore, the map 
U(n)@E+X”, 
n@e-+rr,(ne)l 
is a surjective U(n)-module isomorphism, when v E (a*)+. 
Observe that the Lie algebra a,, of A satisfies 
a,,= (HEala(H)ER, all aEd) 
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Recall from Section 4 the holomorphic function Z on h* defined by 
-I 
Z(A)= n J- yJJ+ 1) * 
UEAf ( 9 
(5.3) 
LEMMA 5.8. rf 1 < 1 ( 2, fE S,(H), and Zz(v)-’ # 0 for all s E W(A), 
then 
(1) 
with q,,,(v) = x:(T-,(--sv)) S,(V) E H:, . The convergence in (1) is uniform 
in a E A on the sets 
A-(t)=(expH(HEa,,a(H)&tforaEd+}. 
Furthermore, for all a E A, 
(2) 
withC,,C,>Oande=(2--A)-‘. 
Proof By definition of T(-SV) and Lemma 5.5, one has 
~,(“)(‘&lf) = t: MT-J-W W))(n,(a)f) 
UELf 
= c (n,*(a)-’ CV-,A-su)) 4(u))(f) 
I&EL+ 
= Ca xc+p+“(n,*(T-,(-s~)) 6,(v))(f). 
UeL+ 
By the definition of q,,s(v) we obtain (l), with the convergence an immediate 
consequence of estimate (4.11) in Theorem 4.8. Indeed, using the notation of 
Section 1, we choose r > 0 so that Ilfjll,l < co, and set M= 
ll4(~h.-*r Ilfll.1.r. Then by inequality (2.1), 
Icwb9V>l G ~4 II L(-4l.~r~ 
By Theorem 4.8 one has 
(5.4) 
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with constants C, R independent of p. Since 1 < 2, the convergence of (1) 
follows from (5.4). 
Recalling that 7’,,(-SV) = I(sv), we may use (5.4) to majorize the left side 
of (2) by 
Writing ,u in terms of simple roots and using inequality (#) of Lemma 1.4, 
we obtain (2). 
COROLLARY 5.9. If v E (a*)’ and -sv E f2 for all s E W(A), then 
(G,(v) 1 W(A) 1 is a linearly independent set of jiinctionals on x’. 
Proof. Since x’ is dense in s,I(H) for A ) 1, it is enough to prove the 
independence on S,(H) for any 1, 1 < ,I < 2. But I(sv) # 0 if --sv E R, so 
this follows easily from the independence of the S,(v) and Lemma 5.8(2), or 
from the uniqueness of an expansion of the form (1) in Lemma 5.8 (cf. [2, 
p. 148, Section 1.21). 
COROLLARY 5.10. If v E (a*)+ and -sv E f2 for all s E W(A), define 
q,(v) E E* b 
cl,(v)(e) = Wv)(~,.WO 
s E W(A), e E E. Then CS Q,(v) = E*. 
Proof. One has G,(v) o (n,,(X) + w(X)) = 0 for X E n. But by 
Theorem 5.7, 
F = z,.(E) 1 0 x (n,.(X) + w(X)) x“. (5.5) 
YE It 
Thus by Corollary 5.9, we see that (qs(v) ] s E W(A)/ is a linearly 
independent set and spans E*. Q.E.D. 
As an intermediate step toward the proof of Theorem 5.2, we now use 
Theorem 5.7 again to define another family of Whittaker vectors in X*. 
Let e , ,..., e,. be a basis of E. For v E (a*)+ let wi(v) E x* be the unique 
functional satisfying 
(a) w,(V)(~,(ej)l) = 6ijv 
(b) n;(X) wi(v) = v(X) wi(v), X E n. 
(The existence of wi(v) follows from decomposition (5.5). Note that w,(v). 
unlike G,(V), is defined without the restriction -sv E I2.) 
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LEMMA 5.11. Zf f E X, then v -+ wi(v)(f) is a halomorphic function on 
(a”)‘. 
Proof: Let R c S(p) be the orthocomplement to S(p) J’ (J = S(P)’ and 
J+ = Ci,O S’(p) n J), relative to a K-invariant inner product on p. Then 
X= n,.@(Z))1 for v E (a*)+ [33]. Let 4, for yE R, be the y-isotopic 
component of Z as a K-module under Ad(K) JP. Then X,, = rrl.(A(q)) . 1 for 
yE zt. If p ,,..., pd is a basis of < and f, ,... & is a basis of X,,: then 
~,(1(Pj))l = C d,(V) fi with V + dij(v) a polynomial function. Let [dlJ(v)] = 
[dij(v)]-’ for v E (a*)+. Then n,(k(C d”(v)pj))l =f,, for v E (a*)+. 
Now if j, , j, ,... is a basis of J, k,, kz ,... is a basis of U(I), with k, = 1 and 
k, E IU(t) for i > 1, then 
A(Pi) = x Le,W,) k,, r.s,r 
a finite sum with nts, E U(n). Let q,,: U(g)‘+ C be delined by q,,(u)1 = 
q,(u) 1. If we set 
then 
71, (T n!W,) . 1 = 7c,,(~(pi)) 1. 
Hence from the formula above for f,, we have 
7rr S d’j(v)$(v) e, 
( 
1 =fi 
J.l 1 
for 1 < i < d. By definition of w,(v), we obtain the formula 
M?,(v)(A) = c d”(v) d,(v) 7 
which is clearly rational in v and continuous on (a*)+. 
We can now prove a special case of Theorem 5.2. 
LEMMA 5.12. Let v E (a ) * +. Zf u E (X”)* and if zg(X)u = w(X)u for 
X E n, then u extends to a continuous functional on S,(H) for 1 < 3, < 2. 
Proof: By (5.5) we may write u = 2 aiWi(V), with ai E C. Hence it is 
enough to prove the lemma when u = wi(v). 
SSO:39J2-9 
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Fix vE(a*)+. Let (;~a&={aEa*)a(a,)cR} be such that (s<,fl)#O 
for all s E W(A), ,u E L+ - {O}. Then Lemma 4.6 implies that there exists 
F > 0 so that v + 25 E (a*)” and -S(V + I<) E R’ for all 0 < )t ) < E and 
s E W(A). Furthermore, if 0 < 1 z / < e, then Corollary 5.9 implies that 
with di, holomorphic on 0 < 1 z 1 < 8 and meromorphic at z = 0. 
By Corollary 4.9, Lemma 5.5, and inequality (2.2), we have for any r > 0 
and 1<1<2, 
when (z \ = s/2 and s E W(A). Here C, = sup,,, =EfZ I\ 6,(v + d)IiA, - Zr 
jl T(-s(v + zC))[[~.~, < co by Corollary 4.9. Hence by the maximum principle, 
where M= mqzl Tr, Z.SEW(.a) (C, 1 d,,(Z)1 ( W(A )I. This proves the lemma. 
The next result uses the deep results of Kostant 1201 on Whittaker 
modules for the first time in this paper. 
LEMMA 5.13. If v E (a*)+ and if u E W,(X”), then u extends to an 
element of S,\(H)’ for 1 < A < 2. 
Proof: Set L = CE=, U(g) wj(v) (w = ( W(A)/). It is enough to show that 
L = WJX”), in light of Lemma 5.12. 
Let P = W,(x”)/L. For any g-module V, we write 
Wh(V)=(uE F’(X.u=y/(X)u,XEn}. 
If Hf(n, V) is the ith cohomology space for V relative to the shifted action 
X I t’ = (X- w(X))u of n, then Kostant has shown that H!(n, L) = 0. Hence 
we have the exact sequence 
0 + HY(n, L) -+ Hyn, W*(F)) + Hp(n, P) + 0. 
But clearly If!‘(n, v) = Wh(V). Thus since dim Wh(L) > ) W(A)) and 
dim Wh(W,(X”)) = 1 W(A)(, we see that Wh(P) = 0. 
Now if m E P, there exists k so that (X - t&X))” m = 0 for all XE n. 
Hence the vanishing of Wh(P) implies that P = (0) finishing the proof. 
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LEMMA 5.14. If V is a g-module, Set 
W”(~)=(o~Vj(X-~(X))k~~=OjbrsomekandallXEn). 
If F is a finite-dimensional g-module, then 
W”(V@F)= WO(V)@F 
Proof. If u E V, fE F, X E n. then 
(X - ljl(X))(v of) = xv @f + t’ 0 Xf - v(X)v 3f 
=(X-yl(X))uOf+uOXf: 
(5.6) 
Since n acts nilpotently on F, we may pick a basis f,,..., fd of F so that 
nA c C ,i CA. We claim that 
W”(v)@Fc Wqv@F). 
Indeed, given u E W’(y), f E F, take k, r so that (X - v(X))~ u = 0 and 
Xrf = 0 for all X E n. Iterating (5.6), we find that 
(X-W(X))k+‘(UOf)=~ 
( 1 
k ; r (X - y/(X)y’ v @ Xk+y= 0. 
Suppose now that u E W”(V @ F). Write u = C ui @J;: with vi E V. 
Choose i so that vi # 0 bu vi = 0 for j < i. Then by (5.6) 
(X-~(X))U=(X-V(x))IJiOfi+ C ‘j@f, 
i>r 
for some I,$ E V. Hence for any integer k, 
(X- W(X))k I.4 = ((X - W(X))k vi) OJ;. mod V@ x Cf,. (5.7) 
i>r 
Since the left side of (5.7) vanishes for k large, it follows that vi E IV(v). 
By the first part of the proof, we then have u - ui @I f, E W”‘( V @ F). Hence 
Ui+, E B@(v) by the argument just given. Continuing, we prove that 
uj E W@(V) for all j. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.15. If V is a g-module and F is a finite-dimensional Q- 
module, then W,( V @ F) = W,,,(V) @ F*. 
Proof: W,(V@ F) = w”((V@ F)*) and (V@ F)* = v* OF*. 
We are finally ready to prove Theorem 5.2 for arbitrary ~~ fi, v E a*. 
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Proof of Theorem 5.2. There exists F, a finite-dimensional representation 
of G, I’,, E (a)*. and a continuous surjective G-module homomorphism 
(cf. [22]). As a K-module homomorphism, Q splits. Hence by Lemma 5.1 it 
is evident that Q restricts to a continuous, surjective G-module 
homomorphism 
S,(H”” @ F) 2 S,(H5.“) - 0 
for any A 2 1. On the other hand, if E = Ker Q (Xi.~X,F, then Q induces the g- 
module exact sequence 
By Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 5.7, this in turn gives an exact sequence 
Hence if u E W&J?*“), then u 0 Q E IV,(X”0 @ F) = W&Y’O) @F*, by 
Corollary 5.15. Thus by Lemma 5.12, u 0 Q extends to a continuous 
functional on S,(H) @ F = S,(H @ F) for 1 <I < 2. Since Hl.“. as a K- 
module, is isomorphic to a submodule of H @ F. it follows by Lemma 5.1 
that u extends to a continuous functional on S ,(H5), for 1 < J < 2. Q.E.D. 
6. THE WHITTAKER VECTORS 6js,(&v) 
We retain the notation of the previous section. Given < E ni, v E a*. define 
A(<, v) =A, + v as an element of h*, where A, is the differential of 5 
extended to t, by /l,(a)=O. Set d(r)(f)=f(l) for SE HL. 
THEOREM 6.1. Set G(‘t, “)(f) = $.r(T(-4<, v))) h(t)(f ), for f E S,(H), 
1 < 2. Then 
is holomorphic from a* to S,(H’)’ with the strong topology. 
Proof. This is immediate by Corollary 4.9 and Lemma 5.5. 
By Corollary 4.10, Lemma 5.5, and the differentiability of the represen- 
tation 7LI.,. on S.\(Z~.~), we obtain from Eq. (4.14) that 
46 v)(n,.,.(n)f) = v(n)- ’ 46 v)(f) 
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for fE S,(Zf”), n E N, when 1 < 2. Thus c3(& v) is a Whittaker vector in 
S1(r4,,.) when A < 2. 
We now derive an integral formula for c3(& v), using abelian Fourier 
analysis on AT 
Given fE HS and v E a*, set f,(nak) = ~“+~f(k), for a E A, n E N, k E K. 
Define XdH’), = IfE S,dH4) IL 1~ h as compact support }. Note that the 
space S,(H”), is independent of v E a*. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let -y%(R), be the space of compactly supported Gevrey 
fknctions of order i > 1 on fl. Then the map f -+ fr IA is a bijection from 
S.,(H’), onto yl(@,. 
Proof: By the Iwasawa decomposition f,.(S) = a(ii)“‘“f (k(C)). Since the 
maps @+ a(n) and fi-+ k(g) are analytic, it is clear from Lemma 5.1 that 
L. Id %(fl), iff E S,l(H4),. 
Conversely, given 4 E F’(m),, we may define a function #4,1, on the open 
subset NAMfi of G by 
$,,,(namS) = aufP<(m) 4(e). 
Since d4,+ is compactly supported mod MAN, it extends to a gA function on 
G vanishing outside NAMfi, by the Bruhat decomposition. If f = $4,v(K, then 
by Lemma 5.1 f E SA(x4,v), and clearly f, IF= 4, proving the lemma. 
Let dY be a Lebesque measure on the real Lie algebra ii, of fl. For 
f E L,(m), define f on the real dual A,* by 
-i’m*Ylf(exp Y) dY, 
4 E fitf, i = fl. Let d@ on ii$ be the dual measure to dY, normalized so 
that for f E C:(R), 
f(l)=1 hW#. 
% 
LEMMA 6.3. For f E S,(H4),, A > 1, define s’,(f) = (f, lm)-. Then E, 
maps S,,(H’) into the space of all entire functions F on it* which satisfy 
IF@ + WI < Cew(-a Ildll”-’ + b Ilwll), (6.1) 
for 4, ty E ii:. Here C > 0, a > 0, b > 0 are constants depending on F, and 
(I I( is a Euclidean norm on ii,,. 
ProoJ By Corollary 1.2 we know that the space gA(@, is independent of 
the Lie group structure of #. Via the inverse of the exponential map and the 
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basis ( Yi} for fiO, we may identify qI(@, with Fi(R”),. Let St(R’), a, /3 > 0, 
be the spaces defined by Gel’fand and Shilov ([9, Chap. IV]). Clearly 
.Fl(R’), c S-;(R’). 
But Gel’fand and Shilov prove that the Fourier transform of Si is St, and 
the functions in SP, satisfy (6.1). The result then follows by Lemma6.2. 
Let S(ii) be the symmetric tensor algebra over R, and 1: S(ti) -+ U(R) the 
symmetrization map. Identify S(n) as usual with the polynomial functions on 
ii*, and for TE U(n), ( E ir*, define 
Thus T is a polynomial function on ii*; if T = Y”, YE ii, then &$) = d(iY)“. 
LEMMA 6.4. If TE U(ti) and fE C?(m), then 
ml) = j mm 4 (6.2) % 
(where U(ii) acts on C?(N) by the right regular representation.) 
Proo$ By polarization, it suffices to verify (6.2) when T= Y” with 
YE ii,, . But in this case 
ynf(l) =-$ “f(exp tY> Lo. ( ) 
Since 
f(exp tY) = 
I 
ei’““‘j+(#) f.# (6.3) 
43 
byt the Fourier inversion formula, we obtain (6.2) by differentiation under 
the integral, proving the lemma. 
THEOREM 6.5. For A E I)*, 4 E ii*, the series 
mw = s+ T-,(4- (4) UEL 
converges unifarmly on compact subsets of b* x ii*. If w is a compact subset 
of I)*, 1 < ,A < 2 and E > 0, then there exists a constant C = C(w, A, E) such 
that 
1 &4)(#)1 Q Ce”‘@““.’ (6.4) 
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for A E w, I$ E ii*. Furthermore, if f E S,(Hl), and 1 < 1 < 2, then 
G(C ~)(f> = [ +4t, ~))(4)s’;.(fM) d#. (6.5) 
-% 
Proof: If T = C c, Y(J) E U(ri), then 
I fl4>I G c le./l IIW’ 
where a = e-‘t- I’.‘. Applying part (2) of Theorem 4.8, we obtain (6.4). 
By (6.4) and Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3, we see that the right side of (6.5) is 
absolutely convergent, and the summation over L and the integration over ii: 
may be interchanged. But then Lemma 6.4 implies the validity of Eq. (6.5). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. By its definition, the functional (3(<, V) is supported at the 
origin {M} in M\K, in the sense of Gevrey distributions. Thus if 1 < 13 < 2 
and 19 E gA(M\K) is a cutoff function, with B= 1 near A4 and B(k(if)) 
compactly supported on N, then the pointwise product 0f~ S,(H’), for any 
f E S,(Hl). (The classical Gevrey spaces are algebras under pointwise 
multiplication.) Furthermore, (3(& v)(f) = c3(<, v)(0f), since (1 - 1!9)# 
vanishes on a neighborhood of A4. Now S;(e)) =Y-,(e) *3,(f), where * 
denotes convolution on the vector group I?,*, so the integral formula (6.5) can 
be extended to all fE S,(Hl), provided X”(f) is replaced by 
K,(8) * RU(f) on the right side. 
Starting with the “basic” Whittaker vector (3(<, v), we can now use the 
intertwining operators for the principal series to obtain all the Whittaker 
vectors, for “generic” v, as we did in Section 5 for the case r = 1. 
For s E W(A), set S,(& V) = S(c) 0 A,(<, v), where A,(& v): HL -+ Hz is the 
analytically continued intertwining integral, as in Theorem 5.3. We shall say 
that the pair (& v), < E ni, v E a*, is generic if for all s E W(A), the following 
holds : 
(1) -A(r”, su) E n; 
(2) I’Jsu)-’ # 0, where so is the largest element of W(A); 
(3) A(e’, s, u) # /ice*, s, u) ifs,, s2 E W(A), sI # s,. 
We say v E a* is generic if (<, u) is generic for all <E fi. By the results cited 
in Section 5, the generic v comprise an open, dense, W(A)-invariant subset of 
a* whose complement is an analytic set. When v is generic, the operator 
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A,(<, LI) is defined and {S,(& v)),,CI.CAj is a linearly independent subset of 
WS, )‘. 
For generic v, define 
G,((, v) = cqr’, sv) 0 A,(C, sv). 
Note that by Lemma 1.12, A,(& v): S.1(z5J + S.l(nlT.sr) continuously, so 
G3,(C v) E S,\(QJ’ for 1 < 2. 
Let the regularizing factor I(A), A E I)*, be defined as in (5.3). By the 
same argument as in Lemma 5.8, we obtain the following asymptotic 
expansion on A: 
LEMMA 6.6 If 1 Q 1 < 2, f E S,(H), and u is generic, then 
(1) at* W,.&)f) = as”+p c a”qWJr, v)(f ), 
UEL+ 
with 
4,.s(t., V) = 7’$c(T-,,(-A(rS, sv)))d,(& v) E (HL)‘. 
The convergence in (1) is uniform in a E A on the sets 
Furthermore, for all a E A, 
withC,,Cz>Oande=(2-A)-‘. 
THEOREM 6.7. If 1 < 1 < 2, and v is generic, then 
Wh(S,(~,,,.)‘) = x C&(5, v). SEWLO (6.6) 
Proof. By Theorem 5.2 and Kostant (201, the left side of (6.6) has 
dimension ) W(A)). By Lemma 6.6 the same is true of the right side of (6.6), 
since the functionals { Z(A(e, sv)) S&r, v)],, w, 4j are a linearly independent set 
for generic Y. 
COROLLARY 6.8. Suppose v is generic and w E Wh(S.,(n[.,.)‘) for some 
,l < 2. Then for any f E S,(H*), the function H --, lv(rc,.,.(exp H)f) on a, has 
an analytic continuation to an entire function on a. 
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Proof. By Theorem 6.7, we may assume that w = c3,(& v) for some 
s E W(A). The expansion (1) in Lemma 6.6 converges for a = exp H, when 
HE a, by the estimate (5.4), and gives the analytic continuation. 
Remarks. (1) This result should be contrasted with the behavior of the 
positive-definite functions a + (rcJu)u, u), when rtlSP is unitary and 
0 # u E S,(?rr.,.). These functions, although analytic on a complex 
neighborhood of A, can never be analytically continued to entire functions 
on the complexification of A ([ 11, Corollary 8.31). 
(2) When the Whittaker vector rv in Corollary 6.8 is &(<, v), and fV lB 
is compactly supported, then the integral formula (6.5) can also be used to 
give the analytic continuation asserted in Corollary 6.8. Indeed, one has 
3;h,.w-)W = a “-‘3;.(f)(Ad*(a- I)#), 
by the change of variable Y+ Ad(u)Y in the Fourier transform E,(f). Thus 
by (6.5), one has 
=a ‘+’ 
I 
~(-45 W4d*Wd)s’,df)(#) 4. (6.7 ) 
%l 
Now the function v, H-t f(-li(& v))(eed*Hd) is entire on a* x a, and for u in 
a compact subset of a* and E > 0 this function is bounded by 
C exp(shiH” IId 1]“-1) f or some positive constants C, K and all H f a (cf. proof 
of Theorem 6.5). Hence the right side of (6.7) converges absolutely for 
a = exp H, HE a, and is an entire function of H and v E a*, by Lemma 6.3. 
Let R’ c h* be as in Lemma 4.2, and let )(A), n E b* be as in 
Lemma 4.5. (Note that $(/i) # 0 when n E a’.) We then have the following 
uniform asymptotic estimate for the matrix entry functions 
a --) w(<, u)(lc,Ju)f), a E A (the Gevrey norm ]lfllK,.I,, as in Lemma 5.1): 
LEMMA 6.9. Let 1 < A ( 2, and set E = (2 -I)-‘. There are positive 
constants b, C, M such that for u E A, f E S,(H’) and t > 0, one has 
(6.8) 
provided -A (r, V) E 0’. 
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Proof. Set A = A(& u), and assume that -A E Q’. From expansion (1) in 
Lemma 6.6, the left side of (6.8) is bounded by 
IZ(A)l x, a” ll~~,,,(~-.(-~)T)fllK~ 
UEL 
(6.9) 
where llfll, = supCEK If(k By (2.1) and (5.2), there are positive constants, 
c, d, M so that for t > 0, 
where s = ct ( VI + b. Taking c, d sufftciently large, we have from (4.10) the 
estimate Ilfi-,(-A)llA,, < (cr (VI + d)‘“’ #(-A)-‘“’ lylc.‘-2”u’. Combining 
these estimates, we find that (6.9) is bounded by 
M Ilfll,w I WI c+ (ct lul + d)‘“’ $(-~)“‘l~(‘,‘-2”u’. (6.10) 
WEL 
Writing p = Cf=, miai and bounding I,u~“” by Cl”’ n my’, we obtain (6.8) 
from (6.10) and estimate (#) in Lemma 1.4. 
Remarks. (1) Estimate (6.8) is uniform in the sense that the constants b, 
c, M and the norm IlfllK,,t,, do not depend on a, <, or V. 
(2) Set a = exp H, HE a,. Then estimate (6.8) remains valid when H 
is in the complexification a of a,, provided aral is replaced by Re{e’““H’} on 
the right side. 
(3) If fE Xl, then we can take A = E = 1 in (6.8), and t can be an 
arbitrarily small positive number. (By Lemma 1.8, IlfllK,,., < co for all t > 0 
when f is K-finite.) 
7. JACQUET'S WHITTAKER VECTOR 
Let G, K, M, A, N, etc., be as in Section 5. Let rl: N+ T’ be a character 
with differential ~:n + C as in Section 4. We assume that w is generic. Let 
6 E I@. In [ 181, Jacquet defined the following functional on Hk, : 
(7.1) 
where f E Hk and s,, E W(A) is the longest element. 
The same estimates used in Theorem 5.3 prove 
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LEMMA 7.1. The integral in (7.1) conoerges absolutely and uniformly on 
compacta in (a*)’ for f E H&,. Hence 
v-+ 4.‘. 
defines a holomorphic map from (a*)+ to (Hk)‘. Furthermore, 
(7.2) 
fornEN,j’EH&. 
The uniqueness of Jacquet’s functional is a consequence of the well- 
known“multiplicity one” theorem [20, 271. In the present situation this can 
be easily proved directly using Bruhat theory; we sketch the proof. 
LEMMA 7.2. Zf v E a*, then dim Wh((X”*“)*) n (Hk)’ < 1. 
ProoJ Bruhat theory implies (cf. [34, Theorem 5.3.2.3, p. 4101 that 
dim IV,@?.‘) n (H$)’ < x dim Hom,(C,, S(L,)). (7.3) 
SE W’(A) - 
Here II, = n n Ad(s*)-’ n, C, is the one-dimensional n-module 
corresponding to ICI, L, = g/m @ a 0 n + Ad(s*)-’ n, with rts acting on L, by 
ad,, and S(L,) is the symmetric algebra on L,. 
If s E W(A) is not the longest element, then w In, f 0, since w is generic. 
But n acts nilpotently on g. Hence if s # s,, then 
dim Hom,(C,, S(L,)) = (0). 
On the other hand, L,, = (0) and nsO = (0), so the right side of (7.3) equals 
one. Q.E.D. 
We devote the rest of this section to an analysis of the functional S,,, and 
its relation to the Whittaker vectors (3&r, V) of Section 6. This analysis also 
will involve some explicit functions and formulas from the classical theory of 
special functions, which we now recall. 
For u E C, we use the conventional notation K, for MacDonald’s modified 
Bessel function of imaginary argument. ([35, p. 78(6); 21, Section 5.71). One 
has the symmetry K-,(x) = K,(x), and the Fourier transform formula 
I m eixY(l + X2)-(r+l/2) (7.4) . -cc 
valid for y > 0 and Re v > i ([35, p. 1851). 
For a, v E C we use the conventional notation W,,,. for Whittaker’s 
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second function ([36, Section 16.121). One has the symmetry W,,, = W,,-,. 
and the Fourier transform 
-cc L’- 112 
j 
el+Y 
l-ix a 
( 1 
l+ix (1 +x2)--(u+l’2’dx=r(v+~+i)( $) w, ,,.Wh 
- 7. 
(7.5) 
valid for 4’ > 0, Re v > j, and a E C ([7, p. 119(12)]). Note that (7.4) is a 
special case of (7.5), corresponding to the relation Wo.,W) = 
(2/7r)‘~*y”2KL,(y). 
We shall also need the integral formulas 
(7.6) 
where Re p > 0, Re 4 > 0, and 
(7.7) 
where (Y E C and Re v > 0. (Note that --71 ( Arg(( 1 + ix)/( 1 - ix)) < n in 
(7.8); za denotes the principal branch.) To obtain (7.6), set r’ = t(1 + t))’ 
with 0 < t < 1. For (7.7), make the change of variable x = tan 0 to obtain 
.z/2 
2 I cos(2ae)(cos e)2”- ’ de -0 
and use [24, p. 91 or [36, p. 2631. 
Returning to the analysis of Jacquet’s functional, we drop for the moment 
the assumption that G is quasi-split, but temporarily assume .that G has spfit 
rank 1. That is, if G = KAN is an Iwasawa decomposition of G, then 
dim A = 1. 
Let n + be the restricted root system of a on tt. Then ,4 ’ = (A} or 11, 2A}. 
FixH,Ea,sothatI(H,)=l.Fort~R,leta,=exptH,.Letrl:N-*T’be 
a unitary character whose differential v satisfies u/In, # 0. Let B denote the 
Killing form of g and let (X, Y) = - B(X, 0Y) for X. YE g,, where 8 is the 
Cartan involution. Then there is an element X, E n, such that 
y(X) = i(X, X,) 
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for XE n. Set l/Xl/ = (X,X)“‘, X E no. To simplify the formulas in this 
section, we shall assume q normalized so that 
IIJg = llw’~‘. (73) 
(This can always be achieved by the action of Ad(A).) 
The group W(A) has two elements; letting s denote the non-trivial element, 
we set 
s,.,.(f) = \ rl(n)f,.(s*n) dn, 
. .v 
for SE Hk and Re v(H,,) > 0. Here we restrict < to be a one-dimensional 
representation of h4, so that f is complex valued. We identify a* with C by 
the map v-+ v(H,), and write v, p in place of v(H,), p(H,,) in the formulas to 
follow. 
To obtain the analytic continuation and functional equation of S,,,, we 
now explicitly calculate Xl,,(xr,L,(a)f), a E A, for suitable choices of fE X’. 
It will suffice to consider the following cases (G, -G, denotes local 
isomorphism; we do not need G to be linear in these calculations): 
(I) G arbitrary split-rank 1, r trivial. We take f = d,,, where 
4,(k)= 1, kEK. 
(II) G- sU(n, 1), n > 2. We take K as the connected subgroup 
locally isomorphic to the matrices of the form 
24 E U(n), det(u) = eeie. 
For I E R, define 4,(k) = det(u)‘. If G is the universal covering group of 
sU(n, 1), then 4, is single-valued for any 1 E R. When G is not simply 
connected, we shall tacitly assume that I is restricted to the appropriate 
discrete subgroup of R to make 4, single-valued on K in all the formulas to 
follow. Let & = 4, lM. Clearly r, E ii? and (, E 3’. 
(III) G - SL(2, R). We take K as the connected subgroup locally 
isomorphic to SO(2). For I E R, define #,(k(t?)) = ei” on the universal 
covering group, where k(8) covers ( :‘$iO ,“G”,). We make the same 
convention about the allowable values of 1 as in case II, when G is not 
simply connected. Let r, = 4, IM. Again, & E ti and (, E Xl’. 
(IV) G = SL(2, C), K = SU(2). With the usual choice of A as 
diagonal matrices, one has M consisting of all matrices 
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For I E Z, let <, E A? be defined by <,(m(@) = eire. Define functions wI and (b, 
on K by 
wI([ :6 J) =]$ 
if I>0 
if 1 < 0, 
4 
a b b’ if I>0 
I -6 (j I) I = 61/l if l<O. 
Clearly w,, 4, E Xl”‘. 
With d,, r, defined as above in cases I-IV, we set 
c’(v) = 
1 
1,+*n> $,(k(s*n)) dn, 
N 
IL(a) = 4,,.(~~,.,&4 dA 
for a E A and Re v > 0. When 1= 0, we set K,,, = K,, c’(v) = c(v). 
LEMMA 7.3. (I) (G split rank one): K,,(a,) = d(v) e@K,(e’), with d(v) = 
2’-“T(u)-‘c(v). 
(II) (G m sU(n, l), n > 2): K,,,(a,) = d,(v) epfK,(e’), with d,(u) = 
2’-“T(v)-’ c’(v). 
(III) (G - X(2, R)): K,,,(a,) = d,(v) W-,,2,.(2ef), with 
d(v)= 2’-“r(v+;+1/2) 7c I’* 
1 
z-(v) T(v + p> 0 z 
c’(v). 
(IV) (G - X(2, C)): K!,,(a,) = d,(v) e(p”“i2’fK,,,,2+,(ef), with d,(v) = 
2’-“-““2T(v + I/j/2)-’ c’(v). Furthermore, ifL[,,(a) = Y,,,,(nl,,,(a) yr), then 
L,,,(a,) = (-i)“’ d,(v) e(p+““z’fK ,,,, 2-,(ef). (7.9) 
Proof. Let c E fi, f E Z-J&. Then xl,“(a) f(s*n) = f,,(s*na) = 
-‘J-P’L,(s*a-‘na). Thus by the change of variables n --) ana-’ and the 
taransformation property f,(s*n) = 1 L,(s*n) f(k(s*n)), we can write 
JQ~s,L@)f) = a-“+O - 
J 
q(ana-‘) lJs*n)f(k(s*n)) dn. (7.10) 
N 
To carry out the calculation of this integral in the various cases of the 
lemma, first recall that if X E n.\ and YE n,.,, then 
l,,(s* exp(X+ Y)) = [(l + f l(A(l* llX11*)* + 2 ll~llz II W~-(r.+p)~2 
(7.11) 
(cf. [32, Section 8.10.13, p. 2593) and q(a, exp(X+ Y) a;‘) = e’tY*Yv’e’. 
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Case I. < trivial, f = 1. Using (7.1 l), the change of variables 
X-, (Z”*//[A//)x, Yd (2i’* I/All)-’ Y, and the normalization (7.8), we obtain 
the formula 
K,,(q) = ~a;“+“ 
J^I 
e iCX,Xg>d 
nt “2.4 
x [(l + [lXll*)* + I( Yl(*]-‘“+p)‘* dXdY, (7.12) 
with K > 0 a constant depending on the normalization of Haar measure, and 
X, = (2”*/[(A 11) X,,. Now if p = dim n, and q = dim n,,, then 
p(H,) = bp + q. Making the change of variable Y-, (1 + I(XJ1*)Y in (7.12), 
we can write 
K,(a,) = y(v) a;“+” eitx*xl’e’(l + (IXI12)-‘“+p’2’ dX, 
where y is meromorphic on a*. Let w: n, --t R(X,) be the orthogonal 
projection. Then 
K,(a,) = y(v) a~‘+~ Cm eire’ I( 
-cc KWO 
(I + s* + I(XIIz)-(u+p”2) u!X/ ds. 
Making the change of variable X * (1 + s*)“* X in the inner integral, we find 
that 
K,(a,) =p(v) a;“+0 im eise’( 1 + s2)-(u+ l/*) ds, (7.13) 
--CC 
with p(v) meromorphic on a *. Comparing (7.13) and (7.4), we see that 
K,(q) = d(v) e%,(e’), for a suitable meromorphic function d on a*. 
CaseII. G = SU(n, l), n > 2. In this case dim n, = 2n - 2 and 
dim n2.1 = 1. If X E n, and Y is a suitably normalized basis for rt2*, then by 
[32, Section 8.11.9, p. 2751, 
# tkts*nJj = (1 + Il~Il* + i wW>” I [(I + )lxll*)* + y*p* ’ (7.14) 
when n = exp(X+yY). Using (7.14) and (7.11) in (7.10), and making the 
change of variable y --) (1 + I(X(l*)y, we find as in case I that 
K,,“(a,) = K, y,(v) a~“+~ 
I 
ei(X*.rl’e’(l + (IXI(2)-(c+n-” dX, 
nl 
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where 
y,(v) = ir^,, ( j+) 1’2 (1 +y2)-“‘+n)‘2 dJ’, 
and K, > 0 is a constant depending on the normalization of Haar measure on 
N. Continuing as in case I, we find that K,,,,(a,) is expressed as (7.13), with 
/?(v)=~~y~(v) /-X (1 +r2)~“‘+“-“r2n-Jdr, 
‘0 
(7.15) 
and K, > 0 a constant independent of 1 and v. As in case I, we see that 
K,,,.(a,) = d,(v) epfKL.(e% 
with d,(v) = ~~2-“p(v)r(v + i)-‘, and p given by (7.15). From formulas 
(7.6) and (7.7), one calculates that 
d,(v) = ~2-9-(+(v + n + f))-’ I-($(v + n - I))-’ 
with K > 0 depending on the normalization of Haar measure. 
CaseIII. G - SL(2, R). In this case n = (A ‘;) with x E R, and 
s* = (‘?, A). One calculates that k(s*n) = ((lb “,), with a = -x(1 +x1)-“‘, 
b = (1 + x2) I”. Thus 
$#c(s*n)) = (a + ib)’ 
./ l+ix ‘? 
=2 
( 1 1 - ix 
(note that --K ( Arg((1 + ix)/(l - ix)) < II). Taking f= 4, in (7.10) and 
using (7.11) gives 
-Ix 
K,.,.(u,) = ~i'u;"+~ 1
I fix ID2 
& 1 
( .) 
(1 +X2)-(rtI 2)dx 
--7s 
= d,(v) W-,,2.,.Wh 
by (7.5), with a = -l/2, 
d,(v) = tci’2-“r(a + v + +)-I. 
and K > 0 depending on the normalization of Haar measure. 
(7.16) 
Case IV. G = SL(2, C). In this case n = (,!, i) with z E C. and 
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s* = (‘?, A). One calculates that k(s*n)= (a5 i), with Q = -F(l + ]z]‘))“’ 
and b = (1 + ]z]‘)- ‘I*. Thus d[(k(s*n)) = (1 + 1 z I’)-“I’*, while 
I (-l)‘z;(l + ]z]‘)-“2 vMs*n))= (-lyzl/l(l + ~z~2)-lw2 if I>0 if 1 < 0. (7.17) 
(a) Take f = 4, in (7.10), and use (7.11). With a constant K > 0 
depending on the normalization of Haar measure, one has 
Making the change of variables y + (1 + x*)“*y and using (7.4), one finds 
that 
with 
Kl.,@,) = d,(v) e(’ + ““2)tKI,,,2 +,,(e’), (7.18) 
d,(u) = 7rfc2’-‘-‘~“*z-(l + v + l/]/2)-‘. (7.19) 
(Here we have used formula (7.6)) 
(b) Take f = w, in (7. lo), use (7.17) and (7.1 l), and transform the 
integral into polar coordinates. With the same constant K as in (a), one has 
L,,,(U,) = (-1)' KU;L'+p + r2)-~ltr~+111/2) rl/l+le-i/~~r~~. 
By [24, p. 791, the circular integral can be expressed in terms of the Bessel 
function J,,, , giving 
L/,,.(a,)= hK(--i)"' a;"+" mJ,,,(re')(l + ~2)~~'f"~""2~~"'~' dr. 
I 0 
By [7, Vol. I, p. 24, formula 191 or [21, Section 5.15, p. 1331, one obtains 
(7.9), with d,(v) given by (7.19). 
To complete the proof of the lemma, it remains to relate the functions c’(u) 
and d,(u). In all cases, it follows from dominated convergence that 
lim al"-" Wa,) = ~'(4. (7.20) t+- cc 
On the other hand, by (7.4), 
lim e”‘K,(e’) = 
2”~(v+f) m 
1-1-m 7p2 I 
(1 + t2)-‘“+“*) dr o 
(7.21) 
= 2”-‘z-(v), 
X70/39/2-IO 
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by (7.6). Using these two limit formulas, one obtains the formulas for d,(v) 
in cases I, II, and IV. For case III, 
= 2”-“‘71-‘q” - 9 +.+, j-_", ( ; ; ;) u2 (1 +x2)-(u+l/2) &, 
by dominated convergence and (7.5). Using (7.7) and the duplication 
formula for the gamma function, we find that 
lim e(“- li2)I W 
*--lx 
(7.22) 
The formula for d,(u) in this case follows from (7.20) and (7.22). 
Q.E.D. 
The calculations in the proof of Lemma 7.4 yield the following additional 
information : 
COROLLARY 7.4. The functions c’ extend meromorphically to a*, and the 
functions d, extend to entire functions on a*. Furthermore, 
(i) if G w X(2, R), then 
_ *2”G + V-V) 4(-v) 
d,(v) l-(+-v-l/2); 
(ii) if G - SL(2, C), then 
4(-v) -= 
d,(v) 
22’ w + v + I W) ; 
f(l -v+l4/2) 
(iii) if G - Su(n, l), then 
4(-v) -= 
d,(v) 
2JL, G(n + v + 01 G(n + v f 01 
f[+(n - v + l)] r[f(n - v - I)] * 
We now return to the assumption that G is linear and quasi-split. We 
retain for the present the assumption dim A = 1, so that G is locally 
isomorphic to X(2, R), X(2, C), or SU(2, 1). 
Assume that Re(v, Lj > 0 and -A(<, v), -/i(c, sv) E a. By Theorem 6.7 
we may then write 
for suitable coefficients a, b, which we calculate as follows: 
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Using the notation of Lemma 7.3, we recall from Lemma 6.6 that 
lim a, -““-“w,9 V)(~,,,“(Q $,) = W(&, sv)) c’(v). t--cc 
On the other hand, 
lim a7L@,) = W(<j, su)) c’(v) b(4, v), t-1-m 
since a;-‘%(<,, v)(n,,Ja,) (J = O(e*“‘) as t-+-co. But also as in 
Lemma 7.3, 
lim u;)-“K~,~(uJ = c’(v). I’- co 
It follows that 
b(C, v) = Z(A(ly, su)) - I. (7.23) 
In particular, as a function of V, b extends meromorphically to a*. But 
K&z,) also extends holomorphically to a* as a function of v, by the explicit 
formulas of Lemma 7.3. By the meromorphic dependence of w(<, V) and 
w,(<, V) on v, we finally conclude that a(& v) extends meromorphically to a*. 
To determine the coefficient a(& v), we recall the symmetries K,,(x) = 
K-,(x) and W,,,(X) = IV,,-,(x). Thus if d,(v) is as in Lemma 7.3 then in 
cases II-III of that lemma we have 
d,(v)-’ K,.,(a) = 4(-v)-’ K,,-,,(u). (7.24) 
On the other hand, in cases II-III of Lemma 7.3, rf = r,, and the functions 9, 
on K transform on the right by a one-dimensional K representation, which 
must occur with multiplicity one. Since A,(& u) is a scalar on each K- 
isotopic subspace of Hl, one has A,(c,, v) 4, = c’(v) 4,. Hence in cases II-III, 
4(5,, V)(RI,,“W h) = c’(v) 4r,, mQ,,,,@) 0,). 
from which we obtain the formula 
6. -,(a> = G, -v) 4r,? -V)(Q. -,*(a) 4,) 
+ c’(-4 w,, -v) w,, v)(n,,.,.(u) 4,) (7.25) 
(equality as meromorphic functions of v E a*). Taking Re(v, A) > 0 and 
a = a, with t + -co, we find by Lemma 6.6 that the right side of (7.25) is 
asymptotic to a;-“Z(A(&, -v)) a(<,, -v). By (7.24), the left side of (7.25) is 
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asymptotic to d,(-v) d!(v)-’ a;-“C’(V). Thus when G - SL(2, R) or SU(2, l), 
we have 
d,(v) c’(-v) 
a(ro v) = d,(-v) Z(A(& v)) * (7.26) 
To determine a(<, v) when G - SL(2, C), we use the pair of functions 4,. 
I+Y, of Lemma 7.3. These functions have the transformation properties 
#,(ks”) = W,(k)- $IW) = d,(k) if-,(m), 
v,ws*) = (- 1)’ h(k)3 W,M) = v,(k) C,(m), 
(7.27) 
for k E K, M E M, s* = (y, A). Also $[, t,uI are the highest and lowest weight 
vectors for the (I I\ + 1)-dimensional irreducible K subspace of HI’. Since 
cj = <-,, one obtains from (7.27) that 
(7.28) 
Let K,,,, L,,, be as in Lemma 7.3(IV). From (7.28) we can express 
L -,.-“(a) = CW’ 4~,, -v) WC,, v)(n,,,,W $4) 
+ (-1)‘c-‘(-v)b(r_l,-v)(3(r,, V)(%&)h). 
But from (7.9), we have 
L -+.(a) = (-i)“’ d-,(-v) d!(v)-’ K,,.(u). 
Taking a = u,(t -+ -co) in these two formulas for L-,,-.(u) and equating 
leading terms in the asymptotic expansions yields 
u(r-,, -v)Z(A(Lp -v)) = (-i)” d-,(-v) d&F’ c’(v). 
Thus 
a(<,, v) = (-i)“’ 
d,(v) c-‘(-v) 
d-,(-v) WG, VI) ’ 
(7.29) 
when G - X(2, C), 
Using Corollary 7.4 to calculate d,(-v)/d,(v), we obtain the following 
formula for Jacquet’s functional in terms of 6 and (3,: 
LEMMA 7.5 (Notation of Lemma 7.3). For generic v, 
S,,” = Y%) wr, v))- ’ w9 VI 
+ wee, sv))- I ur, v), (7.30) 
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as functionals on S,(H’), 1 < 13 < 2. Here y”(v) is given as follows: 
(i) IfG - SL(2, R) and r = <,, then 
Y’(V) = c’(v) 2 
*L. r<; + v - 0) 
r(j _ v _ 1,2). 
(ii) IJG - SL(2, C) and < = r,, then 
I-(1 + v + [/I/2) 
y’(v) = (4 c’(v) 2*” r(l _ v + ,1,12) . 
(iii) IfG - SU(2, 1) and r = r,, then 
y’(v) = c’(v) 24u 
I-( 1 + v/2 + I/2) I-( 1 + v/2 - 1/2) 
r( 1 - v/2 + 1/2) q 1 - v/2 - I/2) * 
Remarks. (1) The role of the factor I(li(& v))) ’ in (7.30) is merely to 
remove the normalization of the operator T(--/i), whose constant term was 
taken to be 1(/i) for the purposes of Section 4. 
(2) From the calculations in Lemma 7.3, the factors y’(v) may be 
explicitly determined, as follows, up to a positive constant K depending on 
the normalization of Haar measure. 
(i) G - X.(2, R): 
f(v) = Kr(2v)(t;(m,) eni” + edxi”). 
Here m, is a generator of the cyclic group M, chosen so that Qm,) = elrri. 
(Note that the normalization (7.8) for the character q of N is also satisfied 
by q-‘, and these two characters are not conjugate under Ad(A). Once 17 is 
fixed, then m, is determined since replacing q by q-’ changes to I to -I in 
(7.16).) 
(ii) G - SL(2, C): 
y’(v) = K(-ip 2*” T(v + IW) 
q1 -v+l[(/2) - 
(iii) G - SU(2, 1): 
y’(V) = K23” T(v) 
I-( 1 - v/2 - 1/2) I-( 1 - v/2 + 1/2) * 
(3) The definitions of G3,(r, v) and &, depend on a choice of 
580/39/2-11 
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representative s* for s. If s* is replaced by ms*, m E M, then the factor r’(v) 
is changed to e(m) f(v) in (7.23). 
Lemma 7.5 combined with the properties of (3(<, v) and (3,(<, V) obtained 
in Section 6 imply that S,,, has a meromorphic continuation to a* as a 
family of functionals on S,(H[), 1 Q 1 < 2. In fact, the following stronger 
assertion is true: 
THEOREM 7.6 (G linear, quasi-split, real rank one). The functional Ss+ 
he is continuous in the C” topology on Xl, for generic v E a*, and satisj?es t
functional equation 
J- p.sv o A,(<, v) = rb(v) s,., (7.3 
(y’(v) as in Lemma 7.5). Furthermore, for a E A and generic v, 
1) 
IJX~,,,@)fK a-Plcosh Gx alq,(f)q (7.32) 
where q,(J) is a continuous emi-norm on H’, which is locally bounded in v. 
Remark. For any linear, real rank one group G, the results of 
Schiffmann [29, Section 31 show that v + St,+ has an analytic continuation 
to an entire function on a*, with values in (Hf,)‘. The existence of a 
functional equation (7.31) for generic v then follows immediately from the 
“multiplicity one” theorem (Lemma 7.2). By Schiffmann’s techniques, 
however, it does not seem possible to prove estimate (7.32), which is crucial 
in the reduction from arbitrary rank to rank one. 
Proof. We shall first prove the functional equation (7.31) as an identity 
on S,(H), 1 < 1~ 2. 
Recall that by the irreducibility of K~,, for generic V, A,(t;“, sv) 0 A,(& v) is 
a multiple of the identity operator. Taking <= & and evaluating these 
operators on the function $,, we find that 
A,(rS, sv) 0 A,(<, v) = c’(v) c’(-v)Z 
when G is locally isomorphic to SL(2, R) or SU(2, l), while 
A,(e, sv) 0 A,(<, v) = (-l)‘c-‘(-V) c’(v)1 
when G ‘Y SL(2, C) by (7.28). The pair of Whittaker vectors 
(&(<, o), &j,,(& v)) thus transforms under the intertwining operators by 
W?, sv) 0 A,(<, v) = G&t, v), 
cJs(rS, sv) 0 A,(& v) = qc’(v) c’(-v) WE, v), 
(7.33) 
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where sI = 1 if G N SL(2, R) or SU(2, l), and E, = (-1)’ if G -SL(2, C). 
(Note that although e = r-l when G hr X(2, C), c’(v) = c-‘(v) in this case, 
by the explicit formulas of Lemma 7.3.) 
Substituting (7.33) into (7.30) gives 
But by (7.29) 
E,C’(-Y) c’(v) = y”(v) f’(v), 
which gives the functional equation (7.31). 
To prove the Cm continuity of S;,” for generic V, we shall establish (7.32) 
for f E A” using the functional equation and a Phragmen-Lindeliif argument. 
The delicate point is to obtain an estimate along Re v = 0 (where x1.,, is 
unitary); for this we proceed as follows: 
Let 0 < v0 < 1 be such that v = 0 is the only possible point in the 
strip (Re V( < v0 which is not generic. Fix a E A, fE X’. By the formula 
for r[(v) in Lemma 7.6, we can pick an integer r > 1 so that 
SUP,~~“, <vO ) V( 1 - v*)+ y[*(sv)l < co. Define 
v2up sech v(log a) 
F,(v) = (1 _ “*)‘z(A(r, “)) YfSW at9 ~~~~,,,w-). 
Define F,(V) similarly, omitting the factor y”(sv) and replacing <, V, f by rs, 
SV, and A,(& v)f, respectively. Then F,, F, are holomorphic in the strip 
1 Re VI < vO, since the factor Y* cancels the singularities at u = 0. By (7.30), 
F,(v) + F,(v) = 
v*u“ sech v(log a) 
(1 - u*)r s,,“c%,@lf). 
We now take v,, so small that #(-A(& v)) # 0 and )(-/i(c, su)) + 0 when 
1 Re VJ ( v0 and v # 0 (where &f ), A C h*, was defined in Lemma 4.5). Set 
A = -A(<, V) and 
E = inf((IA -rull/ (Im V( > vO, (Re VI < vO,,u E L’ - (O}}. 
Then E > 0, by the choice of v,, . Now if ,U E L+ and I~,u// >4 )(A I(, then 
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Thus 
iW(-A(& v)) IIIm VI 2 vo, IRe VI < voi > 0. 
Since A? c S,(K~.,,), we can use Lemma 6.9 to estimate 
SUP IF,(v)1 <~IlfllK,,,, ev Cl4 i aaj 9 [ 
(7.34) 
Ilml*l >UO ,=I 
where M and C are independent of v and a. 
By the same argument, F,(v) satisfies a similar estimate, with f replaced 
by A,(<, v)f in (7.34). In this case, we can use the explicit formulas for the 
Harish-Chandra C-functions (cf. [4, 311) to show that 
(7.35) 
for some positive integer p, where the constant M, depends on f but is 
independent of V. Thus if we initially take r > p, we obtain from (7.34) and 
(7.35) 
sup IF,(v) + F,(v)1 < M’eC”“‘, (7.36) 
IRl?l~l <LX 
where M’. C’ depend on f and a, but are independent of V. 
When Re v = v,,, the integral formula for St.,. yields the estimate 
I~s.,~(~r.L.(a)f I < c(vo) a”” IlfIIKl (7.37) 
where c(v) was defined in Theorem 5.4 and Ilf 111( = sup,,,\f(k)\. 
When Rev=-P,, we use (7.37) and the functional equation (7.3 1) to 
estimate 
l~,.,.br,&lf I ,< l14v)l-’ c(hJ a--’ +O IPAt, vlf lh. 
Using the explicit formulas for the C-functions again, we have 
II~,(r,v)fll,<w1 +Ivl)‘II(1 -C,YfII (7.38) 
for some s > 0, m > 0, where C, is a Laplacian on K. Thus for r suficiently 
large, 
""'or" $? a) &.(%,ia)f) / GM II(1 - C,)“fll (7.39) 
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when Re u = fvO, where the constants M, m are independent of a, v, and J: 
When 1 Re V] < vO, the left side of (7.39) is of at most exponential growth in 
( u] by (7.36). It thus follows from the Phragmtn-Lindelof theorem for a strip 
that (7.39) holds in the whole strip ]Re u] Q vO, proving (7.32) in this strip. 
The proof that (7.32) holds for generic v with Re v < -vO is an easy conse- 
quence of the functional equation and (7.38), completing the proof of the 
theorem. 
We now turn to the general situation of G a linear, connected, semi- 
simple, quasi-split group of arbitrary rank. We use the results in the rank one 
case to derive a formula for S,,, in terms of the c3,(<, v). We also give a 
proof of the analytic continuation of S;,+ and of the functional equation for 
s;.i,* The technique (following Jacquet [ 181) is to use the method of 
Gindikin and Karpelevic. 
For each s E W(A) let fis and (a*): be as in Section 5 (the definitions 
preceding Theorem 5.3). We fix a choice of Haar measure on fis, d&, for 
each s E W(A). We take on O(fiX) the measure corresponding to di&. If 
s E W(A), we define I(s) to be the minimum of the non-negative integers, r, 
such that s = s,, . sa,, with a, ,..., a, simple in /i + (the restricted positive 
roots). For s E W(A) we choose s* E M* such that Ad(s = s. 
We recall the integral formula (cf. [32, p. 253, Section 8.10.71): 
If s, t E W(A) and I(st) = I(s) + I(t), then there exists 
c(s, t) E R, c(s, t) > 0, such that 
_ ~~, W*J d&t c 
(7.40) 
= c(s, t) 
li 
~~ ,~(~~t*-‘ff,t*)dii,dri,. 
(in the sense that if one side converges absolutely then so 
does the other and they are equal). 
We also need a reformulation of part of Theorem 5.3: 
If 4 E C”(G) and 14(g)/ < a( g)Re”+p for some u E (a*):, 
then 
(7.41) 
I Ie-f,)I 6 < 00. _ NS 
If a E /i + is a simple root, let g; be the lie subalgebra of g, generated by 
(no>, + hA + &J-, + &La. Let G” be the connected subgroup of G 
with Lie algebra 9;. There are (as usual) three cases :
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(I) G” is locally isomorphic with SL(2, R), 
(II) G” is locally isomorphic with SL(2, C), 
(III) G” is locally isomorphic with SU(2, 1). 
Put Qa = Q n G” for Q a subgroup of G. We fix q: N-, T’ a character 
with differential w a generic homomorphism of n into C. Put 
(X, Y) = -B(X, &‘), for X, YE go (B as usual denotes the Killing form on 
go). If a E n ‘, a simple, define Xz E (n,), by 
v(X) = i(X, x;>, XE It;. 
Up to the action of A on no we may (and do) assume that 
(7.42) 
IIX:II = IlallP”‘. (7.43) 
If aEn+, a simple, and if v E a*, r E fi, put v, = v J*, <, = r IM0. We 
note that NSs, = N”. Thus our choices of Haar measures on the flS include 
choices of Haar measures on the fia, a E A +, a simple. Put q” = q IN= ; then 
r~” satisfies the normalization in (7.8), by (7.43). 
Given <E I@, v E a*, a E A+, a simple, define 
It(v) = cw, 7 s,) PkJ~ (7.44) 
where c(s, t) is defined in (7.40) and y’=(v,) is defined in Lemma 7.5. 
PROPOSITION 7.7. Fix a E A+, a simple. If CE II?, then &, has a 
meromorphic ontinuation to (a*)&, (s, the longest element of W(A)), as an 
element of (HI,)‘. Furthermore, for v E (a*)&*, 
f p*.s,r. o A& v) = k(v) 4.P 
ProoJ: Put &I) = q(s$-‘iis,*) for ti E ii? If f E H[,, v E (a*)+, then 
Applying (7.40), we can write 
(7.46) 
PutforxEK”,yEG,fEH[,, 
QZXf)O)(x)=L.Cv). 
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Denote by (anlm,uo, aH*o) the principal series representation of G” 
corresponding to (<, , v,); clearly Q;df)(y) E “H& . Furthermore, QF : H&, -+ 
C”(G; nHg) is continuous. We also note that 
(Q::<~)(Y>),, (4 = L@Y), xEG”, yEG. (7.47) 
Let “4,.“, E (“H%)’ be the Jacquet functional corresponding to I?“. Then 
(7.45) combined with (7.46) yields 
By estimate (7.32) in Theorem 7.6, if V, is generic, then 
I”s,~,,~4Q:U)(gU G q,W14s)Reso”+p + 4dRe”+% 
with q, a continuous semi-norm on HL. 
Thus if V, is generic and if v E (a*)&., then (7.41) implies that the 
integral in (7.48) converges uniformly on compacta. The estimates in the 
proof of (7.32) now imply that v -St,+ is meromorphic on (a*)&, with 
values in (I!&)‘. The functional equation follows from the functional 
equation for “Sl,,U, and the easily derived formula 
Q34,K VU-)(Y) = A,e(L. v,)(Q3f)(~)h yE G. 
The argument above proving the first part of Proposition 7.7 may be 
iterated using the standard Gindikin-Karpelevic technique to prove: 
COROLLARY 7.8. Let {E A?. Then v+ & has a meromorphic 
continuation to a* as a functional on Hk . 
COROLLARY 7.9. Ifs E W(A), then 
4 P.Sl~ o A,(<, VI = Y:(v) s*.“, 
with y:(v) defined recursively by the formulas 
(i) y:-(v) = y!(v), ifa is simple in A +; 
(ii) if I(ss,) = I(s) - 1, and a is simple in A +, then 
Yf = C(% 9 %J Yf:(s, VI Ys9. 
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Proof. X[S.~~, 0 A,(<, v) E Wh((X**“)*) n (HI,)’ wherever it is defined. 
Lemma 7.2 implies that 
for some function y;(v). But A,(<, v) = c(ss, , sn) A gSll(rn, S, v) A,“(& v) (cf. 
[32, Section 8.10.11, (l)]). This gives (ii). 
THEOREM 7.10. As a functional on S,(H”), 1 < L < 2, 
4,” = c yg&‘sv) y:(v)-’ Z(A(tT, sv>)-’ cqr, v). (7.49) 
sow(a) 
Proof. Put B,(& v) = y!(v)-’ A,(& v). Then, 
45L~ o B,(L v) = f,.,, 
by Corollary 7.9. This implies that 
B,,(& VI = B,(rS, sv) B,G v) (7.50) 
for <Eti, vE a*. 
Theorem 6.7 implies that there exist functions a,(&v) such that for 
generic v 
xl,,. = s a,(<, v) I@(<‘, sv))- ‘G,(C v). (7.5 1) 
seW(a) 
To calculate the a,(<, v), we first look at the case s = s,. Let H E a,, be such 
that A(H) > 0 for A E A +. Put a, = exp(tH). If a E A, then we have (as in 
formula (7.10)) that 
Hence if v E (a*)+, f~ H$,, then 
lim Ji,.(x,.,.@,)f) = (A& V)(l). t--Lx 
This implies, just as in the rank one case, that 
a&. v) = 1. (7.5 2) 
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To compute the other coeffkients we first observe that 
by the definition of (3,(<, u). 
Using the functional equation for S;,” for generic v in formula (7.51), we 
find 
YfW .Ytfw ’&,(r, v>. 
This implies that if u, t E W(A) 
%,(r, v) = %(Tfv m) $(W Y;,(v)- ‘. (7.53) 
Equation (7.52) combined with (7.53) using u = sOI f = s,s implies that 
a,(<, v> = Y,“:(s,sv) y;(v)- ‘. 
This proves the theorem. 
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